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ABSTRACT

There is an increasing popularity of timber portal frame as a cost-effective structure in NZ,

USA and Australia. Moment resisting joints are essential to this type of structure, and nail

plywood gusset joints with LVL members are commonly used for their superior strength

àúafity and effiõiency. However, there is inadequate existing design knowledge on the

fatigue behaviour of this specific joint. Such loads are induced by wind or cranes.

To provide such knowledge, seven half-scale specimens were tested in the laboratory. This

is a preliminary study of the fatigue effect on this type ofjoint by applying a constant load to

repràsent the dead lóad and live load while a sinusoidal cyclic loading was superimposed to

represent wind load.

Two tests were performed to confirm the joint static strength. These tests gave ultimate

static strenghs oigOktt-m and 79tiòt-m compared with the theoretical value was 65kN-m for

the upper nãil group by thin tube analogy. Three specimens were subjected to a base load of
44kN-m (68o/oof the theoretical ultimate strength) wrth cyclic loading of +l6kN-m (24% of
the theoretical ultimate strength) with varying number of cycles before a static test to failure.

The remaining two specimens were tested with a larger cyclic loading amplitude of +35k1'l-

m and t2ókN-m (54õ/o &,41%of the theoretical ultimate sfiength) and were failed by cyclic

loading. Joint rotation, applied moment, strain across LVL members and ram displacement

were recorded throughout each test.

From the investigation, the results showed no drastic change in joint properties under the

influence of largJnumber of cyclic loading of low amplitude. This type of moment resisting

timber joints behaved u.ry *.il under fatigue loading. Variation in timber material seemed

to be a mor€ prominent factor when determining the joint properties.

Nail loosening and nail slip were not dominant factors in the joints' failure mode. Material

tension failure was observãd in six specimens (all but the last specimen) either across the

rafter LVL or across the plywood gusset plate. Therefore, the ultimate moment capacities

were dependent on the remaining timber strength rather than the nail groups.

The residual strength after the cyclic tests ranged from 79Ll'I-m to 88kN-m (122o/o & 135%

of the theoretical ultimate sfength¡ which was within the tested static strength range of
7gkòI-m to g6kN-m (122o/o & l4go/o of the theoretical ultimate strength). since the residual
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than its original static strength, the results suggested that timber material I'artation plaved an

important role in ultimate strength.

There was a gradual increase in the average rotation with increased number of cycles This

suggested a Çpical timber creeping effect where there was permanent bending induced into

the Ly¡ members and minor nail slip. This could also explain the gradual decrease in

stiffness of the joint as the number of cycles increased.

There was no particular trend for changes in stiffness for the initial few thousand cycles.

Afterwards, the stiffness plots showed a linear decrease to demonstrate the fatigue ef-fect.

There rvere slightly steeper stiffness plots for specimens with higher cyclic loading

amplitude. HowevLr, dué to material variability as suggested by the stiffness slope for

,p..i..n, with identical cyclic amplitude, no def,rnite conclusion could be made on the

relationship between cyclic amplitude and stiffness.

The strain across the LVL members in four specimens was linear as expected by the applied

axial and bending stresses along the members. The other three specimens with non-linear

strain profrles across the rafters which had failure across the LVL members'

For future research, it is recommended to have a nail pattern design that is less conservative

than the one in this project which was adopted from an existing timber portal frame

structure. In this *uy, tttr jointing system can be investigated for its efficiency and thus

improv,ement on joint design can be made. Theoretical study on the remaining life and the

práctical ways foi strengthéning the weak points in a joinf would be valuable for designers.

Moreover, ¿¡s we ur. .otr ronfid.nt on the fatigue behaviour of this type of joint, this

jointing technique can be employed in other areas apart from the timber portal frame, e.g.

bridges.
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CHAPTER 1

TNTRODTICTION

1.I BACKGROUND

The popularity of timber portal frame structures in Europe and America is

increasing. This is also true in Australia and New Zealand. Up to 50m clear span

structures have been found to be cost-effective alternatives to steel portal frames (10).

Moderate sized timber framed industrial buildings have been erected recently for about

90% of the cost of an equivalent steel framed structure. As a result, the engineering

profession is becoming aware of the timber alternative to steel industrial buildings with a

corresponding increase in the use of structural timber. Some reasons for its growing

popularity are:

i) Improvements in producing reliable timber as an engineering material

with increased static strength (10X23);

ii) Improvements in timber technology from research and experience in

design and construction;

iii) Increasing conftdence in this type of structure; and

I
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iv) Ease of constructlon

In a timber portal frame, loads imposed on the structure are transmitted to

the foundation through moment resisting joints. However, the present design knowledge

only gives designer guidance on the static and earthquake performance (37) for timber

moment resisting joints, There is no information on the long term dynamic performance

and fatigue strenglh of moment resisting joints where dynamic load is superimposed on a

static component in a particular direction and there is no true load reversal.

Vibration induced by wind or machinery such as cranes commonly occurs

in timber portal frame structures. In order to properly account for these effects, a better

understanding of the dynamic response of plywood gusset joints is required. Even under

service load where the nails are probably loaded to about 40o/o of their ultimate load

capacity, plastic deformation of at least some of the nails occurs. This is especially true

in the comers of the nail pattern, whereby the flexibility of the joint is considerably

increased due to load-slip deformations (13). Moreover, the wood-bearing behaviour

near the nail sites and fracture propagation are not completely understood in the study of

multi-nail timber joints.

I.2 SCOPE A¡tD OBJECTTVES

The long-term strength of timber moment resisting joints is crucial to the

survival of the structure since they maintain the stability of the structure and provide

resistance against lateral loads. Considering the lack of knowledge in the area of long-

term dynamic performance, the aim of this research is to study the effect of dynamic

loading on the long term strength of timber moment resisting joints. Some of the

).
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ditterent.¡oint contìgurations. gusset matenals and nail patterns used in the tàrni11' of

trmber moment resisting joints are briefly reported in the next chapter. [n order to give

special reference to Australian stnrctures, a typical joint type which was used in a

recently constructed industrial building in the District of Wingfield in South Australia

rvas adopted for experimental investigation (52). A concurrent research project was

performed by Stevens to determine the likely magnitude of dynamic loads applied to this

particular structure (see Chapter 3). The particular joint studied is a plywood gusset plate

joint connecting LVL (Laminated Veneer Lumber) beam and column members. The

joint consists of many nails evenly distributed around the gusset, thereby distributing the

stress in the timber and avoiding large stress concentrations associated with the

traditional bolted connection. Seven half-scale replicas of the joint were constructed and

tested in the University of Adelaide (Chapman laboratory). The behaviour of each

specimen, such as the joint rotation and strain across the LW members, under cyclic

loading was monitored. While classic fatigue studies have concentrated on the number

of loading cycles to failure, this research also investigated the reduction in static strength

due to fatigue and the performance of the joint during loading. This is especially relevant

in determining the reduction in strength of existing structures and aiding the

understanding of the dynamic performance during loading. The results are expected to

be applicable to other similar multi-nailed plywood gusseted joints.

I.3 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Keeping in mind the scope and objectives in Section 1.2, this thesis

presents the dynamic behaviour of the joint under different stress levels and compares the

fatigue strength with the results of static tests. A survey of the current literature relating

to the subject of timber joints is presented in Chapter 2 which sets out the background

1
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int'ormation to timber engineering and in particular, multi-nail tnoment resistrng .¡otnts

Reports on single nail joints provide information on the interaction of nail and timber

plus timber as an engineering material. Previous researches on multi-nail joints helped in

designing the expenmental joint used here and gave an insight to the laboratory testing.

Chapter 3 presents findings of the field study on the moment resisting

joint in Wingheld by Stevens (52) and a theoretical comparison between the actual joint

and the experimental joint is canied out in order to relate the experimental results to the

actual joint in the timber portal frame. A detailed appraisal of the experimental research

in chapter 4 gives an account of the testing program, the testing apparatus and the testing

procedure. The design of the experimental work is based on the findings of Chapters 2

and 3.

Chapter 5 presents a comparison between the test results and findings

from the literature survey. Static behaviour, namely the joint strength and the creep

effect, is dealt with separately from the dynamic behaviour. Finally, Chapter 6

summarizes the main findings and fi.rther investigations are suggested to supplement this

study.

4
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CHAPTER 2

LTTERATURE REVTEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides the relevant theoretical support to the development

of arguments in later chapters. Hence, a comprehensive survey of technical reports on

the subject of structural timber joints is carefully presented. In order to obtain a broad

understanding of timber joints, special references are given to the increasing popularity

of timber portal frames and the progress of research on moment resisting timber joints.

In this way, it is easier to appreciate how this research is related to previous timber joint

research and actual timber joints. The portal frame members and gusset are dealt with

early in this chapter. Not only are the material properties of the individual portal frame

members discussed, but different gusset types are also considered. Moreover, the

importance of member thickness on the stifûress and failure mode are highlighted.

Previous research has been categorised into simple nail joints (less than eight nails) and

multi-nail joints (more than eight nails). Comprehensive studies have been carried out on

simple nail joints and their results provide relevant data on the effects of nail head

restraint, grain orientation and cyclic characteristics. However, special considerations

5
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are requlred rvhen these results are applied to multi-nail joints. In such ¡oints, nail

patterns also influence the perforrnance of the joint. Wherever possible, the results of

previous prototype testing is reported. However, comparisons are limited because of the

emphasis of this experimental study on residual static strength, and fatigue type loading.

2.2 OVERVIE\ry OF BEHAVIOUR OF THE JOINT AND ITS COMPONENTS

For the past three to four decades, many researchers have performed tests

to investigate the properties of timber joints and modelled them mathematically in order

to predict their characteristics. The advantages of timber structures are more readily

recognised by engineers nowadays. Hence it is not surprising to see that timber has

gforlnr in popularity as an engineering material, especially in New Zealand, the United

States, Japan and Australia. Timber port¿l frame structures are claimed in some

instances to be less costly than steel portal frame structures by as much as 10-30% (38).

The construction of timber structures is faster as the material has a good strength to

weight ratio and is easier to handle (38). In addition, it has the added advantage of easily

accommodating alterations for fittings such as lighting'

Gibson (16), in his paper on "timber moment frames and their use", listed

five types of moment resisting joints with their advantages. Three common

commercially used joints are shown in Figure 2.1 (55).

6
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Chapter 2 Literaû¡re Review

Portal ralt6r

Sleel plalc
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Ø - Timbertec typeioint
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Steel Pletc

Portal log

A - Gibson type joint

f¡

o
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St¡llrna.

Plywood gue:et

Golumn

@ - Batchelar type joint

I
n

Figure 2.1 Types ofioints
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The.;oint under investigation in this study ís the Batchelar tlpe and has

been used in an existing building north of Adelaide in Wingfield, S.A. (see Chapter 3).

The laminated veneer lumber (LVL) members of the portal frames in this particular

building were connected by a pair of plywood plates by means of nailing. The

technologically advanced product, LVL, brings about cost effectiveness of large timber

portal frames and details of this material are given in2.2.1.

Since the 1960's, Mack has investigated the behaviour of single nailed

joints under dynamic loading (35). He concluded that a nailed joint is subjected to

adverse effects of fatigue. Following the introduction of steel side plates in the 1970's,

more experimental work was conducted on single nail joints to study the effects of

loading frequency, load magnitude, interlayer friction, material type, creep and damping.

Hensen and Mortensen (19), and Hunt and Bryant (23) have observed the

behaviour of multi-nail joints under dynamic loading. More recently, Boult (10) has

tested moment resisting joints under static conditions. The accumulated flrndings from

research and experience are the basis of the present design practice. AS 1720 (3)

accounts for static loading and seismic performance, however, it does not explicitly

consider fatigue loading and its effects. Combined wrth the results of previous findings

and this research into the fatigue characteristics and potential loss of long term strength,

it is expected to est¿blish the effect of fatigue on multi nail joints as used in timber portal

frames.

8
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2.2.I Laminated veneer lumber (LVL) as an engineering material for the members

ln order to meet the demands of efficiency and effectiveness in building

products and systems, manufacturers are utilizing modern technology to develop new

building materials. As well, there remain overriding requirements that they have

demonstrable long term perforrnance expectations. LVL has gained wide acceptance as

one of these new generation materials and an Australian company International Panel and

Lumber Pty Ltd. is continuing the process by successfully marketing prefabricated portal

frame building systems.

The main structural members used in this study were laminated veneer

lumber (LVL) which is manufactured in Australia entirely from Pinus Radiata Veneers.

The veneers are rotary-peeled, dried and laminated together under heat and pressure.

The 3.2 mm thick veneers are then glued with phenol formaldehyde adhesive. The grain

direction of all veneers is oriented in the direction of the long dimension of the beam,

An introduction to the material LVL is given by Rowley and K¡oonenberg (48). In terms

of consistency and reliability, LVL is excellent, as the laminations eliminate strength

limiting natural timber dêfects such as knots and voids. Because LW is gang sawn from

larger width pieces, it is expected to have uniform cross sections and can be width sawn

to the required dimension without affecting the design properties. In addition, LVL has

superior strength properties to solid timber and its strength/weight ratio is high compared

to other structrual beam materials. Moreover, LVL has good stability for it does not twist

or warp easily. Also, apart from the above, LVL is good for handling, installation and is

quality assured by accurate design specification. The availability of large sections of LVL

for design, combined with very cost effective connection systems, have made timber

industrial buildings economically competitive for spans of 15m to 40m (57). The

o
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rnaterial and section properties of LVL listed alongside those of radiata pine are shorvn in

Table 2.1

Table 2.1 Properties comparison of LVL and radiata pine

2.2.2 Gusset plates

(A) Timber side plates

The most commonly used materials for gussets in timber joints are

plywood and solid woods. Due to the differences in density and stiffness of these timber

materials, the gusset dimensions may vary which will alter the properties of the joints.

In the Australian Timber Code, AS 1720, a wide range of timber materials

are listed to aid the user in designing timber structures. Several researchers have

conducted experimental studies using different locally available timber types to

investigate their characteristics in more depth so as to supplement the present code.

Mack (35) has studied the behaviour of nailed timber joints under repetitive loading with

many cycles (1000 or 10000 cycles) using three popular types of solid wood (Radiaø

550kg/m3620 ksJm3Basic workinq density

0 70MPa1.7 MPaBasic worki shear stress F'

6 9NtPal6NlPaBasic working bending stress F'n

7.900lvfPal3.200MPaùIodules of elasticitv E

Plain Radiata PineLVL
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pine, Janah and Karri) tbr the main members. ln this research, he obsen'ed that the three

species gave no significant differences in slip behaviour but the increase in slip of dry

joints was approximately equal to half that of green joints. Therefore, when designing

experiments, a f,rxed moisture content was used so that the drying effect could be ignored

rvhen comparing the results from different tests. Polensek (.16) also reported that wood

drying would influence the experimental results. The consequence of wood drying is to

induce a gap betrveen the main member and the side plates. This would reduce the

damping modulus and the interlayer friction resulting in a less stiff joint. The LVL used

in this research had a moisture content of approximately l2Vo and was kiln dried'

Apart from considering the main member, side plates have also been

investigated as they transmit loads (shear and moment) from the rafter to the column'

Hence, different combinations of timber main members and timber side plates have been

researched. When investigating creep of timber joints, Atherton et al (5) discovered that

gypsum plasterboard has both a higher energy absorption and slip modulus than plywood

which suggested different mechanical properties and thus different slip characteristics

should be expected. The average energy absorption was about 9 times gleater for

rypsum board than for a plywood joint at 60 pounds (27kg) load. This observation

suggested that joint displacement at equal load was higher for a gypsum sided joint than

for a pl¡vood sided joint. Polensek (46) commented on the failure mechanism of the

lumber-gpsum joint. He noted that when the joint failed, the gypsum side plate was

crushed around the nails and that the crushing was quite prominent at high loads' The

wood shear failure mode in the gypsum would contribute to the less stiff and high slip

characteristics of this type of joints. In addition, he claimed that the interlayer friction

was less signrficant in this joint.

It
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Lhuede (19) studied ditferent joint arrangements \vith ditlerent

combinations of material. He explained that a l0%o higher than expected embedment

strength (material strength to withstand tension stress transferred by nails) in plywood

was due to its higher density in relation to the solid wood. However, even with the same

density, the joint capacity was higher with ply"vood side plates than that of solid wood.

This proved that the embedment strength of the plywood is higher than solid rvood.

Generally, plywood is superior to solid wood in this respect. [n the research by Soltis &

Mtenga (50), joint resistance due to load cycling was very similar when 1.5" (38mm)

Douglas hr and 0.5" (13mm) plywood were used as side plates. Moreover, apart from

embedment strength, the characteristics of different timber joints using different timber

species were suggested to be related to their density (22) as shown in Figure 2.2.

Comprcssion tests on single nailjoint:(nails tested parallel to the grain)

N¡il diameer = 2.5mr& Nail length = 30mÍ\

5mm headside plate & moisture content = l2o/o

I

1.0
LOAT'
000
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0. 1.0 2.O 3.0 ¡1.0
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Ð
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Figure 2.2 Typical ffict of timber density on joint strength
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Plyr ood \\as proled to be a more sound structural timber material than

solid wood and solid ash even with higher density and thickness due to its superior

embedment strength.

,\letal side ctl

In 1970, some timber structural joints in New Zealand were found to have

inadequate stiffness and strength. Subsequent investigation revealed that they were

mostly designed for resisting one directional moment and compression perpendicular to

the grain at points where the rafter rested on the column. The joints lacked strength

because the lagscrews and shear plates introduced stress-raising discontinuities and had

end distances that were too small. Walford (55) recommended a steel side plate as a

remedy. He constructed and tested a portal frame with nailed joints using steel side

plates and demonstrated that it had a similar stiffness to the all timber joint. Afterwards,

Gibson (16) commercially applied this design and further investigations were carried out

by Boult (10). In New Zealand, a 3mm steel side plate was bonded with epoxy to l8mm

plywood which served to join glulam members 90mm thrck. The plywood stabilized the

steel against buckling and enabled hardened nails to be driven with a pneumatic nail gun

(55). Apart from New Zealand, researchers in other countries have also looked into this

type of joint. The Canadian researchers Karacabeyli and Foschi (25) investigated a

Glulam rivet connection under eccentric loading and Japanese researchers, Komatsu et al

(26) studied a multi-nail timber joint with 9mm thick stecl side plates. Although the

Japanese joint required predrilling of the plates, it offered a stiffer and stronger joint to

the traditional all timber joint. This was explained by the fixity of the nail's headside

which only allowed deformation in the wood member. This created a point of

contraflexure in the pointside end of the nail unlike the situation in an ordinary joint

l1
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where the point of contraflexure in the nail was on the headside (21) as shown in Figure

2.3.

bt
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Figure 2.3 Headside of nail fixedfrom rotcttion

In 1990, Lheude (29) showed that the yield load Fu for joints with thick

timber side plates shared the same equation as for joints with steel side plate of minimal

head restraint:

Fu: {2MuF.d where lvty = yield moment tbr nail

= embedding stress for nail in wood

= nail diameter

Fe

This is because in both cases, the side plate provides an almost rigid

support where the failure mode is by yielding of the nail itself. However, if there is head

restraint in the steel side plate case, the yield load will have a 1.44 increase as the steel

J
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plate rvouldelfectively limit the lateral displacernent of the nail head, Theret'ore, the k,,,

:1.2 factor for steel plated joint in AS 1720 underestimates its effect. Moreover, Lheude

suggested that even a relatively thin steel side plate can provide a high degree of

constraint to the nail (see 2.3.1).

Lowe & Edwards (33) stated that the improved stiffness caused by steel

side plates was due to the f,rxity of nail head by the steel side plate. Thus, they suggested

that square shoulders nails should be used to ensure better nail head restraint in the steel

plates, In their report, plywood and steel were claimed to have good energy absorption

properties, thus they were both considered sound engineering materials for this type of

joint. However, the steel plated joint has a greater difference in residual stiffness when

loaded along the grain of the timber member than across it. Moreover, for steel plated

joints, the contribution of friction between member and side plate to joint residual

stiffness was only significant at low amplitude slip (say 0.5mm) whereas the contribution

of friction was low (l0o/o or less) for plywood joints at all amplitudes. Steel plated joints

have been shown to be stiffer than plywood joints at low strain amplitude but the

difference in residual stiffness was insignificant at high strain amplitudes.

2.2.3 Dimensions of joint components

Apart from the effect of different materials on the strength of a joint,

dimensions also play a vital role in determining the stiffrress and slip characteristics of

the whole joint. Lhuede (29) has conducted a series of experimental studies to

investigate the effect of side plate thickness and nail dimension ratio (ld, where t is the

timber thickness and d is the diameter of the nail) on the joint capacity. Comparing

ä,J
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j

I
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plywood sided joints with solid/solid wood joints, the results show that the load capacity

varies with the ld ratio (see Figure 2.4).

Io !{odr [Iq foilt¡¡c l.tode Itr
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Figure 2.1 Graphical relationship between nailed joint capacity and the h/d ratio

A5%to |7o/o excess of load capacify- for plywood sided joints for ld > 1.7

is seen in Figwe 2.4. However, when the vd ratio was unity, the load capacity of the

plywood sided joint dropped to only 60-70% of that for the solid/solid wood joint.

Lowering the Vd ratio has a more adverse effect on the load capacity of the plywood

sided joint. Moreover, splitting of the side plate along the grain was likely when the t/d

ratio was dropped to a lower bound value for the Vd ratio. In this research, where the Ud

ratioforthejointsastestedrvas l912.87:6.6,thepl--r,woodsideplateswereregardedas

0
0
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j
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thick side plates (see Figure 2.5) and this ratio suggested a mode III failure mechanism

should be expected (Figure 2.a).

Effects of the thickness of both plates are significant. Polensek (46) found

that 3/8in.(9.5mm) thick plywood absorbed more energy than 5/8in.(l5.9mm) plywood

and that the thicker plywood had a higher slip modulus when there was joint friction- In

addition, residual slip was greater in the case of the 3/8in.(9.5mm) thick plywood. Hunt

& Bryant (21) performed tests to investigate the nail penetration and headside thickness

effects. For pointside penetration of 6d to 22d (where d is the diameter of the nail), there

were small differences in loads at 0.4mm joint displacemen! but the ultimate load

increased with penetration of the nails. For a penetration of 4d, there was compression of

nail-to-wood bearing down one side of the whole length of the nail and there was

insuffrcient penetration to ensure yielding of the nail at the joint interface. When

studying the effect of thickness of headside plate, there were noticeable nail head

rotations at small displacements when the plywood thickness was 7.5mm and that, even

at large displacements, head rotation rvas small when the plywood thickness was 20mm

or more. In this test, with plywood thickness of 19mm, minimal nail head rotation rvas

expected. The thickness of the side plate would influence the shape of the deformed nail

and thus the location of the point of contraflexure. Stiffness at lower loads as well as

ultimate strength increased with the plywood thickness up to a certain limit (in the

experiment the limit rvas 18mm) as shown in Figure 2.5.
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In a report by Lhuede (29), rtield load equations were assigned to three

different configurations of 100% timber joints. If the side plate was thin, its thickness

controlled the ultimate load by failing in wood shear mode. On the other hand, if the

thickness of the side plate was large (compared to the main member), the ultimate load

capacity was controlled by the yield moment of the nails. The failure of a single nail

joint wrth tid ratio of 6 6, as in this study, rvas expected to be caused by nail yietding.

2.3 SIMPLE NAIL JOINTS

Interaction of nails and wood in timber joints has been studied so as to

investigate the properties of the joint performance under static and dynamic loading. An

enorïnous amount of research work has been conducted on the topic of simple nailed

joints with one to four nails,

2.3.1 Nail head restraint

It was reported by Hunt & Bryant (22) (see Figure 2.6) and Lowe &

Edwards (33) that nail head restraint plays an important part in determining the strength

and stiftess of the entire timber nailed joint. In another report by Hunt & Bryant (21), a

theoretical description of loaded nail behaviour was given which described a no restraint

nail with the point of contraflexure of the deformed shape at the ends of the nail.

However, if the nail head was fully fixed, the point of conüaflexure would be in the

pointside with yielding at the joint interface and such an anangement produced a stiffer

and stronger joint. This conclusion was supported by Foschi & Longworth (15) who

found experimentally that the increase in strength due to head fixity was 45%. This is in

l8
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good agteement \vith the value of -109,o clairned by Lheude (19) f-or both steel and

plywood side plates.

1.5

1.0

LOAD
fkNt

i.5

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.8 4.0
J0INT DISPI-ACEMENT lmml

5.0

vmdl¡ ?bm Êyvttd

ll¡c¡ uoo¡ i¡thci,,ood

dnrpd hnd Lovood

Figure 2.6 Typical ffict of nail head restraint

One of the most cornmonly agreed factors influencing nail fixity was nail

plate material. Greater nail head restraint is possible with steel side plates. Even with

relatively thin steel plates, a high degree of constraint to the nail head can be achieved.

This is because the steel plate provides a rigid support to the portion of the nail near the

head and severely limits the displacement of the nail head. As the thickness of the side

plate increases, the nail rotational restraint is improved. Moreover, stiffness increases

with the thickness at lower loads as well as at ultimate strength.

Nail head shape is also a factor to be considered, especially when thin

steel side plates are used. Nails with square shoulders as shown in Figure 2.7 g¡ve stiffer

and stronger joints than those with sloping shoulders because head restraint effects are

present at all loads.

l9
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Square thouldel Sloping shoulder¡

Figure 2.7 Two type,s of nail head.sltape

Nicholls (39) modelled the degree of nail head restraint in his

investigations in which fully-fîxed, partially-fixed and pinned nail head fixity conditions

were considered as shown in Figure 2.8. As in the Hunt & Bryant research (21), Nicholls

took the fully restrained case as nails were driven through thick metal side plates (c.f.

Lheude (29) also assumed high strength nails were fully-fixed when using gun'driven

nails in steel side plates), For the partially-fîxed condition, a 2mm plate with no

preformed holes was utilised. Finally, Nicholls simulated the pinned head fixity using a

2mm plate with oversize preformed holes. He then used a flrnite element model with non

linear material properties to model the nail in each of the conditions:

1
LOADIXG DIFECTIOI{

HONLINEAR SPRING
STIFFI'EAA

gn

'PadialÞûed (head connecbd b ground by

nonlinear rolational sPdnq)

'Pinneúlbcl inned end be

Figure 2.8 Modelling of a nail with nonlinear material properties

The theoretical analysis was confirmed by testing several multi-nail joints'

From both the experimental and theoretical results, Nicholls concluded that at high loads

20
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the joint behared as though the nails \\ere in the pinned condition, rvhile at riorking

loads the joint behaved as though the nail heads were effectively filly-fixed. This was

expected to represent the nail head restraint for the test specimens in this research.

2.3.2 Grain direction & cyclic loading characteristic

In 1990, Hunt & Bryant (21) investigated, in particular, the effects of the

angle of loading, nail head restraint and nail penetration on the strength of single nail

joints. In their experiment, when the loading direction was perpendicular to the direction

of the grain, the initial nail stiffness was only 60Yo-70Yo of the stiffness for loading

parallel to the grain direction (see Figure 2.9). However, nails loaded perpendicular to

grain have higher ultimate sfiengths than nails loaded parallel to the grain. This result is

applicable to LVL and plywood members of the test specimens.

t.5

1.0
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tkNl

0.5

0.0
0 1234
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5

lorlrlpüdtogut

lordrlpprôctiul¡

Figure 2.9 Typical load displacement behaviour for nail loaded parallel and
perpendicular to wood grain
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Soitis and Vftenga (50) investigated the topic of dynamic loading fbr

single nailed joints; some findings are of particular interest here. When comparing the

results of static tests to the results of tests conducted using I and l0 ÍIz cyclic loading,

they lound that at small deformations the increase in joint capacity due to higher rate of

loading rvas otßet by decreased joint capacity due to load cycling At large deformations

and number of load cycles, joint resistance decreased. As in this research, the specimen

underwent large deformation and many cycles of load which produced decreasing joint

capacity as shown in Chapter 5. On the other hand, the loading history ofjoints had little

effect when the previous load cycles resulted in relatively small deformations. A study

by Girhammar and Andersson (17) addressed the loading or deformation rate effect on

the yield loads of nailed timber joints. They found that the increase in the ultimate

strength of the simple nailed joints was linearly dependent on the loganthmic

deformation rate and the influence of the deformation rate was much greater for wood

than for the nails.

A standard timber joint testing method was suggested by Polensek (4ó), as

he realized that testing conditions (e.g. assembling techniques, loading patterns and

assumption of linearity of slip) would sigruficantly affect the test results. By generating

two types of cyclic loading, namely ramp and sinusoidal loading, he modelled the joint

slip and damping mathematically in terms of loading frequency and amplitude.

Generally, high rate of loading and low amplitude load and slip would enhance the effect

of damping and thc stiffiress of the joint. Polensek (46) also addressed the effect of gaps

in the joint by: (a) wood drying and (b) pushing the final l6mm of the nails into place

rather than hammering. Both techniques gave insuflicient pressure to bring the joints

into enough contact to engage interlayer friction. The joints without gap had high

stiffness and damping at low loads. ln contrast, the opposite was experienced by joints

with gaps (see Figure 2.10). In Chapter 4, a testing method for this research was derived

))
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ro suit the specrmens and the testing conditions ivhich resulted in a unique assembltng

technique and loading patterns.
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Figure 2.10 Effect of load magnitude and assembly condition on viscous damping

Figure 2.l0 shows that damping decreased when the load was increased in

tight (without gap) joints. This was due to partial gaps forming in the contact interlayer

because the increasing shear load loosened and pulled the nails out. The reduction of

joint tightness lessens interlayer friction and damping. On the other hand, joints with

gaps have relatively constant damping for most of the loading range and a small increase

at high loads as the gap partially disappears thereby increasing the interlayer friction.

This explanation was applied to the behaviour of the various test specimens under certain

loading conditions (see Chapter 5).
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2.3.3 Single vs multi-nails

Lheude (29) has written a comprehensive reappraisal of nailed timber joint

behaviour and summarised some of the more important factors for single nailed joints

which include a table of yield loads, Fu, for some typical failure modes for two member

joints as shown in Figure 2.11. In addition, he concluded that the load capacities would

be improved if hardened nails were used.

tlt = o = ratio of thicker/thinner member; le = embedding
sfess for nail ¡n wood (MPa); d = nail d¡ameter: Mv = yield

moment lor nail = d3/6.fs; fs = y¡eld stress of nail.

I
1

Fu = t1.f..d
Allwood

t

2
pu 

= 
tt.re-d I 3ê +2a- (1 + øl

All wood

I
3

Fu- f2W.lã3
All wood

I

4
Fu= f2Çilã

Steel si¡Ce t1

t (

Steel skle t1
ru=,í2:l4lÏ¿E

Failure
g€ometry
cond¡tion

Veld load
Fu Hunt & Bryant (21) showed that for thin

headside members, head restraining effects

can be significant and that they increase

with the nail head size of the nail.

These qualitative findings were valuable

when considering multi-nailed joints and set

the directions for further investigations.

However, it has been shown that the

distribution of laterally applied load on the

nails in a joint are not uniform. For

example, the end nails in a nail group were

found to carry more load than the central

nails.

Figure 2.1I Some lypicalfailure modes

þr two-member joints
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ln tests perfbrmed on multi-nail joints rvith steel side plates, Foschi &

Longworth (15) found that as the load was increased, the end nails would begin to yield

f,rrst, while the wood under the shanks started to fail in bearing. Any subsequent load

increase, afìer the end nails' maximum carrying capacity was reached, was then shared by

other un-yielded nails. Eventually, the load reached an ultimate value conesponding to a

situation in rvhich every nail in the connection had reached its ultimate capacit-v.

tll

Equation [1] applies only to nails in shear and is valid only when every

nail has yielded and without premature failure of the wood. Thomas & Malhotra (53)

supported this view with experimental evidence and introduced a coefficient for multi-

nail effects, Cn. In their investigation, an attempt was made to study the effects of the

number of nails on the stiffness of laterally loaded timber joints with interface friction,

fabricated with 2 to 8 nails in a row. The coeffrcient varied with the values ofjoint slip

for a particular configuration. In the experiment, it was found that Cn anained a nearly

constant value of 0.9 for a joint with eight nails in a row and that the reduction for one to

three nails was negligible. It was suggested that Pn : Cn x n x P1 correlates better with

the real situation. For design purposes, Cn was assigned to be unity if 1 to 3 nails were

used and Cn : 0.9, otherwise. Thomas & Malhotra (53) successfully employed the

theory used in predicting the behaviour of single nail joints to multi-nail joints using

energy pnnciples. Boult (10) has, on the other hand, looked at multi-nail moment

resisting joints. He investigated the significance of the pattern of nailing and the grain

direction in these joints. Therefore, the behaviour of multi-nail joints under static load

Therefore,

where

Pn: D x P1..........

Pn = load capacity of the joint;

P1 = load capacity of a single nailed joint ; and

n : number of nails.
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can be predicted wtth reasonable accurac) appl]"ing the results tiom tests of srngle nail

JOlnts.

2.4 ÙTULTI.NAIL JOINTS

2.4.1 Nail pattern

A number of researchers have reported on the influence of nail pattern on

the overall joint perfonnance, Nail distribution within the joint was also reported to be

significant. Foschi and Longworth (15) suggested that nail spacing determined the mode

of failure. For the case of large nail spacing in a rectangular pattern, the nail yielding

mode dominated which was desirable as this achieved the ultimate capacity of the joint.

However, if the nail spacing was small, wood shear failure could occur around the group

ofnails at relatively low loads. In the case of shear failure, increasing the end distance

from the edge was found to increase the load capacity. AS 1720 specifies minimum edge

distances and spacings as a result of their work. The joint test specimen was designed

following AS1720 guidelines (see section 3.4).

In order to design a joint to best suit its performance requirements,

Karacabeyli (25) found that it was advisable to minimize the possibility of high tension in

the direction perpendicular to the grain of timber in a steel side plated joint. Thus, in a

rectangular nail pattern, the longest side should be positioned perpendicular to the grain

so as to increase the joint's load capacity. Since the stress is not uniformly distributed

amongst the nails, stress concentration will occur but should be minimised. Boult (10)

has described in his report that a larger portion of the total moment was resisted by the

outer laminates of the timber. Thus, the mechanical properties of the timber, particularly
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the outer laminates \!here the bending stresses and nail loads are both at a tna.xilnum,

play a signiflrcant part in the behaviour of the joint. Hunt and Bryant (23) agreed, stating

that stress concentrations within a few of the laminates for certain nail patterns could

lead to failure at loads smaller than the design load capacity. Moreover, nail point loads

create a signif,rcant stress concentration in the timber at its point of application which can

initiate crack propagation at relatively low timber stresses. This phenomenon is less

likely in the case of LVL (as opposed to solid timber) which has superior uniformity and

strength properties as stated in section 2.2.I.

To further the analysis, Boult (10) adopted a computer model to test

various nailing patterns with a view to reducing peak nail loads (stress concentration).

Adequate joint stiffness and timber stresses in the vicinity of the joint were other factors

used to gauge the effectiveness of different joint geometries. Six corner nails were

removed from the outer nail group which lowered the peak nail forces significantly

without aggravating the timber stresses. However, such changes to the nail $oup

reduced the stability of the plate with regards to buckling when the joint was loaded in

the closing mode.

2.4.2 Experimental testing of moment resisting joints

Experiments have been conducted on timber moment resisting joints for

the past two decades, especially by New Zealand researchers. From 1987 onwards,

researchers such as Hunt and Bryant, by testing moment resisting nailed joints,

established a new era in timber engineering for this type of technically satisffing and cost

effective joint for commercial use. Batchelar (8X9) investigated plywood side plated

joints and later steeVply composite plated joints, in place of steel sheet side plates.
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Teanng of the plvilood gusset at the ultimate strengh limit state was observed in most of

his tests while the theoretically predicted ductile failure by nail yielding was uncommon.

That triggered a series of comprehensive experimental programs ín parallel with

computer modelling of nail failure mechanisms. Boult continued the investigation into

joint ductility and found that stress concentrations were probable along the extreme natl

locations. In his steel plated experiment, he commented that reduced nail numbers could

bring improvement in joint ductility without sacrifrcing strength (32).

Table 2.2 lists some of the experiments conducted by New Zealand

researchers in the last two decades on multi-nail timber moment resisting joints with

different nail pattems, gusset materials, member configurations and methods of testing.

Batchelar (7), as a pioneer in this field of prototype joint testing, has designed a unique

procedure for testing joint specimens both statically and dynamically in the laboratory'

Subsequent investigations in New Zealand utilised his experimental set-up for testing

different joints at different load levels and displacements. The experimental arrangement

was a vertical loaded equal-leg specimen secured by lateral restraints to prevent side

sway when the specimens were loaded in compression(see Figure 2.12). One end of the

specimen was connected to a stationary anchorage on the ground by a metal hinge joint

that would permit load transfer with no moment. The other end of the specimen was

linked to a servo actuator through a similar hinge system. In contrast, joint specimens in

this study wefe tested horizontally and loaded in tension (see section 4.3.2).
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Table 2.2 Summary of previous moment resisting joint experimental research
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Figure 2.12 Test set-up in New Zealand researches

A tlpioal V-frame specimen loaded vertically is shown in Figure 2.12,

These specimen were tested in isolation to the rest of the portal frame structure and the

behaviour of the joint was singled out for analysis. A variation of moment resisting joint

testing was conducted on a full-scale timber frame by Hansen and Mortensen (19). The

load was imposed at four points on one of the rafters and the bending moment at the knee

to
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Joint opposite the loaded ralÌer laried betu,'een a value corresponding to the molrent

tiom the dead load of a roof and a value corresponding to the moment from the dead load

of a roof plus the characteristic wind load acting on the roof (see Figure 2.13), Due to

the large load required and complexity of construction, only small moment resisting

joints couldbe tested usingthis full-scale frame method where the actual response of the

joint in a portal frame loaded dynamically under the influence of surrounding features

(like bracing and rvalls) could be realised directly. On the other hand, Batchelar's vertical

testing method with the V-frame provided an easier set-up and more realistic load

magnitude, even for large joints. By comparing the ultimate loads of the tested

specimens with similar confîgurations to those of the test specimens in this research, the

ultimate load capacity of the test joints could be approximated.

STAI1C OF

DYNAMIC
3ll¡

SIJPPORT

ACTUATOF KNEEJOINT

7000Ím

Figure 2.13 Test set-up in the futt-scale testing of prefabricated timber frame
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2.{.J Static strength and failure mode

It is generally agreed (19) that the strenglh and stiffness of a timber portal

frame are strongly dependent on the strength and stiffness of the knee joint. Therefore, it

is important to realise the ultimate moment capacity required for a joint to provide

adequate structural support to the portal frame in order to wlthstand the axial and

bending mornent This is also why the static strength of the moment resisting joint is the

main consideration in design. This section presents a brief discussion of the

characteristics of this strength and methods of calculating the static strength and the

corresponding failure modes.

In the 1990 Gottstein report by Crews (13), the author summarised the

factors which influence strength and deformation characteristics of timber joints as

follows:

. specific gravities of timber membets;

. direction of grain in timber members;

¡ orientation of growth rings and grade effects in timber members;

¡ moisture content of timber members prior to and after loading;

. connector materials and geometry;

o joint member geometry;

. Íurangement ofjoint members with multiple shear planes;

o number and position of the connectors;

. the method ofjoint fabrication;

. the previous loading history (cumulative load effects t-

. the rate at which load is applied; and

o the regime of loading (e.g.: repetitive, long or short duration).

It is interesting to note that among the twelve points, there are seven

factors related to the areas of timber material properties and loading. The remaining

?l
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t-actors are conccrneii with the nails and the gusset plates clearly. conslstenc)'in tirnber

quality and careful selection of loading pattern are very important considerations in the

testing to ensure reliable and applicable results. Actually, most of the factors that affect

joint static strength are incorporated in design codes as coefflrcientg (k-factors in AS1720)

or in parts of the design calculations. Researchers in New Zealand and Japan

(22)(26)(27X29) have suggested that their design codes are too conseñ'atrve. In

particular, Wallord concluded in his analysis of timber portal gusset joints that current

research supported much higher allowable nail loads than those permissible under the

New Zealand design code NZS3ó03. Crews (13) explained that this conservatism was

due to:

1. The large number of nails used in these joints reduces the variability.

2. In cases where steel side plates a¡e used, fixity of nail head results in stiffer joints. lncreased

head rigidity results in significantly less (greater than 50%) slip for a given load, as well as an

increase in ma¡rimum capacity of the connection.

3. Large numbers of nails generate pressure between the gusset and member resulting in

significant moment capacity due to friction. Seasonal moistue changes may alter the pressure

in tirne as the wood shrinks and swells. This factor is not considered in the design process and

it is difficult to quantiff the frictional component as a part of the design procedure'

Apart from comments on the high loads that were assigned to individual

nails, Walford (55) compared different ways of calculating the moment capacity of a

moment resisting joint from the nailing pattern and the allowable nail loads. The thin

walled tube analogy assumes that the nailed area is a cross section of a tube subjected to

torsional loading and that the stress is uniform. This method was considered the least

accurate. The shared rivet goup analogy states that the stress at any point in the nailed

area is proportional to the joint moment and the distance of the point from the centriod
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ancj is considered to be an improvement o!er the thin walled tube analog)'lxethod. In

the discrete rivet group analogy, it is assumed that the force on each nail acts individually

and the joint has a linear load/slip relationship while the nonlinear rivet group analogy

assumes the load is proportional to (slip)m where m ranges from 0.5 to 1. Theoretically,

the last method gives an exact prediction of the nail group strength, horvever, the m value

is an unknown factor in most cases. This is because in the case of moment resisting

joints, lor the majoritv of nails in the group, the resultant load would be at some angle

(rvhich controls the m-value) to the grain between the extremes of parallel and

pe¡pendicular and insignificant load/slip data for these unique directions exists. The thin

walled tube analogy and the shared rivet group analogy methods were used to predict the

strength of the full-scale and half-scale joints in Chapter 3.

Boult (10) found that a significant number of previously tested moment

resisting joints failed at the corner nails. However, wherever timber failure occuned, the

ultimate moment capacity was calculated for maximum centreline moment and not for

the moment at the position of failure. This could greatly reduce the "true moment" at the

failure spot as the lap length could be considerably large. Moreover, the definition of the

specific point of failure was not totally consistent in different studies. If only the elastic

phase was considered in the failure mechanism, this implied that failure occuned when

the first nail started to yield which was the onset of its plastic behaviour. This could

largely rmderestimate the true moment capacity of the joint and limit the application of

the failurc mechanism only to small joint rotation. On the other hand, if the failure was

noted by the rapid increase of joint rotation as in the study of Karacabeyli and Foschi

(25), the full joint strength was then realised at the point where all nails \À/ere at uniform

load when yielding occurred. This state of joint failure matched closely the thin walled

tube analogy prediction which assumes uniform nail load at large joint rotations.
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Joint slip \\as used to detennined the fàilure f-or srngle nail jornts.

Atherton et al (5) investigated the slip and damping characteristics of wood-plywood

joints with respect to load-cycling, specif,rc gravity, tension-compression loading,

plywood thickness and interface friction where the latter effects rvere found to be more

signihcant. The failure mode as commonly observed in other laboratory tests of moment

resisting joints, especially those in Nerv Zealand, rvas tension failure in the timber

rnaterial rather than nail slip. Nails being pulled out of the plywood gusset plate rvas

observed in the failure of simple nailed timber joints (5X6X14X21).

Therefore, the potential for premature or brittle wood splitting failures

could not be ignored in this project. A review of nail plate moment resisting joint

experiments at Auckland University showed that a signiflrcant number of timber moment

resisting joints failed as a result of brittle tension fracture of the outer timber laminates at

loads that were below those that engineers might expect from rules in New Zealand

design codes(24). Some joints failed at embarrassingly low nominal timber stresses in

Boult's experiment (10). This was thought to be due to (13):

Stresses in joint region significantly higher than prediction;

Nails or nail holes triggered failure in clear grain glulam laminates at average values of sFess

that might be one thi¡d of the standard modulus of rupture test values; and

Nail pattern that concentrated moment resistance in outer laminates could cause higher stress

thm patterns that disfibuted resistance over many laminates'

In a test conducted by Batchelar (7), he put a reinforcing strip at the outer

edge of the plywood gusset plate in order to prevent timber rupture by bending at that

position. However, the specimens failed by timber fracture rather than nail yielding and

thus the moment capacity was not fully realised. Some joint designs have proved to give

I
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timber stresses that were significantly higher than those given by usual calculations

Tension tests of the outer laminates, in particular showed that brittle tensile failures

(perpendicular to the grain) could occur at stresses close to permissible design levels.

This result suggested that nails could trigger tension failures at average stresses of similar

magnitude to the allorvable design failure stresses which occuned in the timber of

moment resisting joints (13). Hunt and Bryant (22A), in 1993, attempted to model nail

holes and other intemrptions to the grains of wood when analysing timber stress. They

suggested that stress concentration effects initiate fracture in some wood fibres. The

stress concentration factors for holes in Pinus radiata wood members loaded in axial

tension are about twice the corresponding values for a member made from an isotropic

material. The stress concentration factor, C, is found by dividing the maximum axial

stress around the hole by the average axial stress. Brittle, perpendicular to the grain

fracture is being controlled by fracture mechanics rules, such as the stress intensity

factor, K. Hunt and Bryant found that stress intensity factors for a member made from an

orthotropic material such as wood are effectively the same as those for a coresponding

member made from an isotropic material, where K is defined as:

K: Fl c (a)%

where a = crack or flaw size,

o : stress that would exist if there was no crack,

F1 = constant that depends on the geometry, loading situation and perhaps the material.

If the crack or flaw size (a) is doubled, the stress intensity factor (K) is

increased by 1.4 times given the stress is constant. As the loading increases, brittle

fracture occurs when the stress intensity factor reaches a critical value which is based on

experimental tests.

'fÍ
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Hunr and Bn'ant 12-l; concluded that the nail pattern should be such that

the nails do not cause increases in nominal stresses in higher stressed outer laminates and

the nails should be spread over a reasonably large proportion of the joint area. Given the

possibility of brittle failure, it was important to watch for such failure in the experimental

rvork reported in Chapter 5.

2.5 SUMMARY

The key frndings of the literature survey, which relate directly to the type

ofjoint tested in this study, are summarised in this section.

In terms of the timber materials used in the test specimen, LVL provides

good strength and reliability while the plywood gusset plates have superior embedment

strength and stiffness qualities. Since tJd : 6.6, the test specimens were classified as

thick plate with mode III failure and nail yielding mechanisms were expected based on

the results of simple joint tests.

In the literature review for simple nail joints, it was confirmed that head

restraint, provided by thick gusset plates, improves joint strength. In addition, square

shoulder nails (as in the test specimen) were found to improve nail frxity. At low

deformation, the effect of increasing loading rate for improving joint capacity offsets the

opposite effect of cyclic loading. At high deformation, joint resistance is lowered by

cyclic loading. It was interesting to find that increases in ultimate strength are

proportional to logarithmic increases in deformation rate and the influence of

deformations is higher in wood than nails.
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Generall-v, high ioading rate and low amplitude load and slip enhance the

stifTness of the 1oint. It was pointed out that joints without gap had high stiffness at low

loads. In contrast, the opposite was experienced by joints with gaps. Furthermore, the

distribution of laterally applied load on a joint was not uniform. The end nails in a nail

group were found to carry more load than the central nails, In an axially loaded tensile

test, it was suggested that Pn: Cn x n x P1, for design purposes, Cn was assigned to be

unity if I to 3 nails were used and 0.9 othenvtse

In multi-nail joint investigations, a larger portion of the total moment was

resisted by the outer laminates of the timber and stress concentrations within a few of the

laminates for certain nail patterns could lead to failure at loads smaller than the design

load capacity. Moreover, tearing of the plywood gusset at the ultimate strength limit

state was observed in many tests while the theoretically predicted ductile failure by nail

yielding was uncommon. Thin walled tube analogy and the shared rivet group analogy

were suggested for calculating the moment capacity of a moment resisting joint from the

nailing pattern. However, brittle tensile failures (perpendicular to the grain) could occur

at stresses close to permissible design levels where nails could trigger tension failures at

average stresses of similar magnitude to the allowable design failure stresses which

occuned in the timber of moment resisting joints.

'I
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL STUDY OF ACTUAL JOINT & 'TEST SPECTMEN

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the properties of the plywood gusseted moment

resisting joint in a timber portal frame building at V/ingfreld and the half sc4le replica of

this joint which was used for testing. Joints are commonly designed only for static

loading in Australia. As such, limited information is provided by AS 1720 for the design

of moment resisting joints, in particular those of plywood gusset plates and hardened

nails design standards. With respect to dynamic/fatigue loads, calculations are largely

based on empirical formulae although theoretical calculations on the actual joint and test

specimen assist in the interpretation of the experimental results. Different loading on the

portal frame building that affect the joint are considered (sections 3.2, 3.3), resulting in

realistic applied loads for the test specimens. The test specimen design is discussed in

section 3.4. Theoretical predictions ofjoint strength and individual member strengths are

presented in sections 3.5,3,6, and are used for comparison with the experimental results

in Chapter 5. The existing structure is a light industrial timber portal frame
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structure situated at Dundee Street in the suburb of Wingfietd in Adelaide, South

Australia. It was constructed in 1989 and was designed by P.J. Yttrup & Associates. The

building is located in an area that is open and is categorised as "Terrain Category 2" as

detìned by AS I 170 (2). The prevailing wind for Adelaide is South-West in winter and

North-West in summer which produces high wind gust speeds at the building site.

N

I

5m

16.6n

sECTlOll

PLAI{

lüm -4tm
I

Figure 3.1 Moment resisting joint in the actual timber portal frame at ltlingfield

The building is symmetrical about the North-South axis with the reception

and offices on the northern side. The eaves height is 5m, the column is 4.18m high and

the ridge height is 7,43m. The total dimension of the structure in plan view is 40m by

265m where 26.6m is the span of the portal frame (see Figure 3'1). The joint is

composed of LVL limbs with plywood gusset plates nailed onto both sides of the column-

rafter connection. The L\|[. and plywood thicknesses are 63mm and 19mm respectively.

Two nail groups are located on the joint with the upper group nailed onto the rafter and

the lower group nailed onto the column. The upper group contains 410 nails as shown in

39
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Figure 3 i The nails used are 2 87x50rnm made tiom hardened steel \vlth tlat heads, and

the penetration is the lull length of the nail as a pneumatic nail gun was used to drive the

nails. This gives a ld ratio ot6,62 (l9mm divided by 2.87mm) and nail penetration of

the LVL of l0 8d ((50mm-l9mm)+2 87mm). Hence, a nail yielding mode was

anticipated for this joint given the ld value and the high nail head restraint (see section

2.2.3). Furthermore, friction effects were expected to be more prominent due to the large

number of nails (=800 nails on each side). Recall that in a moment resisting joint, a large

number of nails tend to clamp the plywood gusset plates onto the member and enhance

the frictional effect due to pressure between the gusset plates and LW members (refer to

section 2.3.2).

3.2 FIELD EXPERIMENT

In the research reported in this thesis, experiments were conducted on Vz-

scale models of the prototype joint in the Wingfield building to study the fatigue

behaviour of the joint. Factors such as static strength, residual strengfh after enduring a

set number of cycles, failure mode, strain and stiffness were investigated. However, at

the same time a colleague, Mr. Wade Stevens(52), undertook field research of the actual

joint of the portal frame structure at Wingfield. This concurrent study concentrated

mainly on investigating the performance of an actual joint. His instrumentation was

designed to measure the actual joint response to ambient wind loading. Apart from the

difference in the level of loading (loading in the flreld test and ultimate loading in the

experimental tests), the actual joint was in a somewhat "softened" state as it was

constructed more than three years before Stevens'tests while the %-scale specimens were

tested within six months of their fabrication (without any preloading). The Stevens study

provided some insight into how the joint behaves in the real portal frame building and
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senÈd as a companson to this research. Initially, measured ivind loading tiom the fleld

experiment was intended to give actual inputs for dynamic loads to the laboratory testing.

However, due to the small magnitude of loads measured in the field and complications

due to temperature effects, the moment used in the experiments was based on theoretical

calculations. lnstruments (similar to those used in the laboratory tests) were used to

record the joint performance under wind loading. Joint rotation, bending strain, lateral

fiame side sway and frequency of response were recorded. The speed of wind, which

served as a trigger for recording, was measured by an anemometer at the top of a post

erected in the parking area to the west of the building near the actual joint.

In the actual portal frame building, the joint responded to a wind gust of

36km/hr by a change in moment of approximately 6.5kN-m, or 7o/o of the joint's

calculated moment capacity. When the moment in the joint due to the average wind load

was superimposed on this gust response, the total moment was estimated to be about

double, or l4o/o of, the joint's calculated capacity (1S). The result showed that the joint is

likely to be loaded with xI}Yo of its calculated capacity most of the time by the average

wind pressure and the occasional wind gust.

In the field test, as in the laboratory test, the moment-rotation relationship

was the prime interest and only the most sigruficant events, as defined by Stevens, were

measured Continuous output (strain and rotation) was collected by a data loggng

system with internal trigger from the period of June to September 1992. Only events

with a change in strain >20pe in the bottom side of the rafter were taken as significant

events of l0 seconds duration. From all the 477 significant occasions presented in a

moment vs rotation plot by Stevens, an envelope band was drawn to sufficiently

represent the response of I to 10kN-m moment and 2xl0a to 4xl0-3 rad rotation induced

by the Westerly winds of 30 to 7Okm/hr, A Rotary Variable Differential Transformer, or

Lt
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RVDT. (see section -1.i.3) rvas utilised to detect the change in rotation of the joint

l70mm from the vertical edge of the gusset plate, i.e. location 2 in Figure 4.18. A

conversion method was devised by Stevens to conelate the measured value to the

intersection of the centrelines of the LVL members, i.e. location I in Figure 4.18. Of all

the events taken, the maximum response gave a moment of 9.28kN-m at closing mode

and 4.lxl0-3rad of rotation while for joint opening, the maximum moment rvas 5 94kN-m

and maximum rotation was 2.3x1O-jrad. These values were smaller than the laboratory

test inputs, since they were loads at serviceability levels. Even so, the moment-rotation

relationships for the Wingfield building joints were non-linear at this level of loading.

Such behaviour also occurred in the Yz-scale test specimens (see Chapter 5)'

From the non-linear cr¡rves of moment versus rotation, the stiffness of the

real joint was calculated by dividing the change in moment by the change in rotation.

Stevens(52) estimated the initial tangent stiffness for a chosen population of 23 events,

and it ranged from 1000 to 10200kN-m/rad(average:3930kN-m/rad). On the other hand,

the secant stiffness was 779kN-m/rad to 6324kN-m/rad and the average was 3033kN-

m/rad. Interestingly, the results for the closing mode differed very little from those for

the opening mode. The average secant stiffness for all recorded events was 4000kN-

m/rad. Apart from rotation and strain, another measured parameter was side sway of the

frame which was obtained by mounting an accelerometer horizontally on the joint and

then integrating the measurements. From 67 events, the maximum displacement was

l0.7mm.
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3.3 WIND LOADS ON THE \ryINGFIELD BUILDING JOINT

Wind load was investigated in this research to establish whether it might

cause fatigue strength problems in the joint. Wind loading is considered prominent in

these lightweight timber structures due to their large surface area . It applies loads on the

joint almost continuously at different intensities over the life of the structure by putting

pressure on the walls which is transfered to the ground via the portal frame and the joint.

This dynamic lateral load is generally small in magnitude but the number and duration of

load applications can be significant. Such loading could soften the joint and cause local

deformations of the wood and nail slippage. Hence, the overall joint strength and stiffness

may be gradually reduced over time.

Images 3Dt', a structural computer analysis program, was used to

calculate the moment and shear in the portal frame due to different sets of external loading

on the structure. The loadings are taken from the loading code AS ll70(2) and are

tabulated below:

Live Load 54.8.3

Dead Load

Wind Load 53.4.3

$4.8.l. r

For Industrial and commercial buildings, portal frames
4.5kN load applies to whichever point will produce the most
adverse effect
0.25kPa i.e. 1.25kN/m (for 5m centres)

oTimber has self weight of = 1000kg/m3,
.'. D.L.(imber rafter at joint end) = 0.8mx0.06mx1000kg/m3x9.8lm/s2

= 47lN/m = 0.5kN/m (including purlin)
.'. D.L.(timber rafter at ridge end) :0.4mx0.06mx1000kg/m3x9.8lm/s2

:235N/m = 0.25kN/m (including purlin)
o Roof has self weight of = l2.2kg/ri, for a rvidth of 5m;
.'. D.L,(roof) : 5mx12.2kg/m2x9.8lm/s2 = 0.6kN/m

External pressure P. = KuxCO,. for Westerly lvind
(see Figure 3.2(B)) and q, is assumed 1,

(Stevens (52) found a value of 1.239kPa for q, if V,, is used)
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The two main loading cases are shown in Figure 3.2. These loadings

represented the loads on one portal fiame are working (unfactored) loads as given by AS

1170.2. The LVL rafter and column properties used for analysis were those specified in

section 2.2.1. The computer program calculated the moment and shear at all the nodal

points. The point of contraflexure (point of zero moment) was located from the dead

loading case and was found to be 6.1m from the eaves along the rafter section. Apart

from analysing the original timber portal frame, the dimensions of the frame were altered

to investigate the sensitivity of the moment-shear ratio of the joint to changes in frame

dimensions. The column height was shortened and lengthened by lm and the span

changed by 5m. The results are tabulated in Table 3.1.

4.5 kH

I lçH/rn

2.35 kH.znr 35ItH.¡n
13 .164n

4.5n

[ÂJ Dead Load & Live Load Cases

[Working unfactored loadsJ

-0.3kNfmx5 TkNlmx5

l,lind Direction
{

-0.3kNlm
x5

0.7kNfmt
x5

[BJ Wind Load Case

ffor qz = 1.0kPaJ

Figtre 3.2 Dffirent load cases on the timber portal frame
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From Table 3 l, the moment and the shear ratio with respect to the

dimensions of the portal frame were clerived by altering the column height and the span

length, In the table, the total load case refers to the summation of all three load cases, and

the moment/shear values were calculated by dividing the moment by the shear. There are

significant changes in these ratios reflecting a sensitive behaviour between moment/shear

ratio and the portal frame dimensions for both joints on the western side and the eastern

side. Suffice it to say that significant alterations to the portal frame dimension can

changed the moment to shear ratio remarkedly. Since different portal frame

configurations resulted in different moment to shear ratios at the joint, results from a

typical portal frame structure, as in this study, might only be applied to similar joints with

approximately the same column and rafter lengths.

For the Wingfield building location, ultimate wind speed (V.r) was used to

find the ultimate wind load which corresponded to 50m/s. The probability that Vu will

occur at least once in ayeaf is approximately 1 in975, that is, it has a return period of 975

years. On the other hand, the serviceability state wind speed Vs is 38m/s and has a return

period of 20 years. The corresponding external wind pressure (qr) was arbitrarily chosen

as lkPa/m in the analysis for ease of subsequent calculations (as in Table 3.1), The

external wind pressure qz is related to wind speed Yrat height zby qz: O'6Y22x10-3 (2).

Hence, qz was multiplied by the calculated results (where \z:l) before the corrected

results corresponding to a particular wind speed were obtained (see section 3.4.2).
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Table 3.1 Theoretical analysis by Images 3D of Monîent shear ratio

3.4 SPECIMEN DESIGN

3.4.1 Joint form and scale effects

Three different joint configurations (7) were discussed earlier in section

2.2. In each case, the rafter rested on top of the column member with plywood gusset

plates positioned on each side to act as a moment / load transferring mechanism. In

addition to the form of the gusset, nail pattern also plays an important role in the

performance of the joint (see section 2.4.1) A nail pattern that concentrates joint forces
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into a few laminates will cause larger stress concentrations which will contribute to a

lower joint capacity. In order to make sensible comparisons with the actual moment-

resisting joint in the timber portal frame structure at Wingfield (Figure 3.3), the joint

pattern (Figure 3.4) and joint types used in this research were the same as those in the

Wingfield building, namely the Batchelar type.

Figure 3.3 The actual joint in the timber portal frame & the test specimen

It should be noted that the timber leg representing the rafter in the test

specimen (Figure 3.4) was untapered with a length corresponding to the distance to the

point of contraflexure in the Wingfield building (see Figure 3.2, section 3.3). Tapering

was used in thc actual rafter in the timber portal frame (Figure 3.3). The wrdth of this

LVL member was reduced from the joint end to the apex in order to minimise the cost of

material and reduce the self weight of the structure since maximum moment is usually

found near the eaves. However, for laboratory testing, self weight was not important and

pure joint failure was desirable. Consequently, a constant width LVL of 400mm was

used for the test specimens.
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Figure 3.4 Layout of the whole specimen

Details of the test joint are shown in Figure 3.4. This type of timber joint

is common, with the nailed plywood gusseted joint located at the intersection of the LVL

column and rafter members. Each test specimen was considered to be a section of a

portal frame between a pinned base and the point of contraflexure of the rafter. Those

two parts of the portal frame were assumed to have zero moment which was represented

by the pinned connections between the test specimen ends and the metal anchorages (see

section 4.3.2). The location of the point of contraflexure along the rafter was found by

applying the dead load (see section 3,3). Therefore, with unequal lengths of LVL legs, a

better correlation to shear and moment to the actual frame was achieved. The moment

shear ratio is discussed later in this section.

a9
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The next step in designing the specimen was to consider the resources

available to test a joint in the laboratory. There were two logical options for specimen

slze

a) Full-scule joint', The exact version of the actual timber joint could be tested.

Without making many theoretical calculations and assumptions, a "true joint" can

be tested directly. In this case, a full scale model would give good correlation to the

field testing and have a close resemblance to the actual joint in the building.

b) Reduced scale jotnt'. Due to space limitations in the laboratory, a scale model

version of the joint was preferred. Even if the size of the joint was maintained but

with shortened LVL members, this would require loads beyond the capacity of the

testing load jack (250kN and l25mm displacement). On the other hand, a scale

model made handling and fabrication much easier and had a capacity which was

compatible with the testing equipment. Furthermore, a reduced scale joint had the

advantage of ease of construction, a reduction in cost for materials and

transportation.

Hence, lr-scale specimens were selected as being the most feasible way to

accomplish the experimental work. The main aim was to investigate the fatigue

behaviour of the joint as a whole and so it was important that the individual nail stresses

were consistent with the nail stresses in the actual joint, To do this, the following

variables were considered:

a) Number of nails;

b) Size of nails;

c) Penetration of the nails (head restraint &' tld effects);

d) Thickness of plywood gusset; and

e) Size of LVL members.

49
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For various reasons, each parameter could not simply be halved in the test

specimens. The size of the nails was fixed by the use of nail glrn so that 2.87x50mm nails

were used, the same as in the portal frame at Wingfield. The degree of nail penetration

would affect the head restraint, but full penetration was possible with the use of a nail gun.

Furthermore, it was advisable to ensure that the size of nails and grain were consistent to

prevent wood crushing.

The LVL and plywood thicknesses were chosen to be the same as in the

real timber portal frame joint, as they are available only in standard thickness (63mm and

19mm respectively were used in the Wingfield building). However, all other dimensions

were halved.

The nail spacing and nail pitch were kept the same. In this case, the

number of the nail rows was unaltered so that the number of nails were approximately

halved in each row. Therefore, the load per nail and thus the shear stress per nail would

be approximately equal to the full-scale values if the applied load was halved.

For P : load, N : number of nails, V : shear of the actual joint, and

P.: load, Nr: number of nails and Vr: shear of the test specimen.

PrN. : (P/2)/(N/2) : P/|{ &

vrNr: (vi2yw2): var

Therefore, the test specimen nails carried the same load and shear as the nails in

the full-scale joint.

Since the length of the limbs was halved for practical reasons and the load

was halved, the moment on the joint was one quarter of the full-scale joint. The limbs had

the same width but only half the depth so the section modulus was also one quarter.
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lvfs: (P 2)x(L,2): PxL,4: Vt'+

Zr:B(Dl2)216:0.25 x(BD2/6) : zl4

where M: moment, L: moment arm,Z: Section modulus, B & D: dimensions of the

actual joint; M, : mom ent, Zr: section modulus of the test specimen.

This means that the bending stress õ,6 wâs unchanged (o¡ : NItZ: Ms/Zs)

from the full-scale values since both moment and section modulus for the scale-model

was a quarter of the full-scale value. The shear force was halved since the load was

halved and the cross-sectional area was also halved. Hence, the average shear stress was

similar to the full-scale value.

t, : P./4, : (Pl2)l(N2): PlA. : r

where r: average shear stress, A: cross-sectional area ofthe actualjoint; and

Ís : average shear stress, A, : cross-sectional area of the specimen.

However, the moment / shear ratio in the test specimen was reduced to

half the value with the actual joint since:

MJV, : (Ml 4)l(V 12) : 0. 5x(N4/V)

In section 3.3, a sensitivity analysis on the moment-shear ratio was carried

out in ordef to study the influence of portal frame conflrguration. Nevertheless, the

change in this ratio between the actual joint and the test specimen was due to its specific

design and the halved applied load. Therefore, it was expected that shear might have

more effect on the test specimen than might be expected to occur in a similar full-scale

specimen, However, this was felt to be acceptable since the nails and wood sunounding

the nails in the specimens would experience the same stress as in the actual joint.
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Figure 3.5 Details of the specimen design

The nail pattern geometry for the test specimens is shown in Figure 3.5

Sufflrcient nail edge distances were allowed to prevent wood fibre crushing.

By adopting the Y"-scale test specimen design, there were some

unavoidable deviations of the Y"-scalejoint from the actual joint. Apart from the scaling

differencc of the key dimensions (i.e. the length and depth of the timber members), the

number of nails was halved accordingly. The physical modifications of the test specimen

brougbt about a reduction in both moment and section modulus to a quarter of the

original values in the actual joint. Similarly, the moment to shear ratio was halved.

Therefore, allowance should be given when interpreting the experimental results' On the

other hand. nail size, timber thickness, nail spacing, nail pitch and number of nail rows
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\vere kept the same which ensured nail stresses (bending and shear) were unaitered. This

was important since one of the prime targets was to observe the interaction between the

nails and timber in the joint.

3.4.2 Loading on specimen

The load P was applied at the column base of the test specimen which

created a moment in the joint. The actions in the Vz-scale model are shown in Figure 3.6.

B
f0t.5r

3300mm

17ô6mm
"Rôftet''"Column"

6¡EErüä

UlË ÀE: LII{E EC:

sfo sFo

AFD

r7É6P

BrII

AFD

0

0.845P

where P= load, M: Moment & x = distance along the LVL member

Figure 3.6 Actions along the LVL members

It was clear that with uneven lengths of LVL legs in the joint specimen,

there would be lower shear force and higher axial force along the longer limbs which

represented the rafter section of the joint. Triangular bending moment distribution would
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be experienced by both rnembers, in contrast to the constant f-orce of shear and axial, and

the maximum moment would occur at the joint. If the stiffening effect of the gusset plate

at this location is considered, the critical bending stresses were located off the gusset in

the LVL sections. The rafter section was more critical because the moment drop along

the longer limb was more gentle and the extension of gusset plate to the rafter section

rvas shorter.

From Figure 3.4, which shows the layout of the t/z-scale test specimens,

the working load of the lz-scalejoint was obtained using AS1720 (3) based on the basic

nail load capacity as follows:

ç 4.2.r.2

Q'= 239.3N

Q: k,k,rkrnkrokrzQ'

: 2xlxlxl. lxl. 18x239,3 : 621.2N

Mn: Q a*u*Xn,=, (r,/r-"*)1 5

: 62L2y355x(355)-t 5xX1r,¡t s

: l9.4kNm

for two sides: Mn: 38.8kNm

Working load: P : 38.8/l .766:22kN

where Q'

a
kl

= basic nail load capacity

: permissible nail load capacity

= modification factors

= permissible joint moment

k 3kl4kl6kl7

Mn

Í = distance from oint centroid to nail

This method was based primarily on static strength and this result gives

the static loading to the test specimens. A load of 25kù.1 (instead of 22kN) was chosen to
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be the static load for the tests. This load represented the scaled dead plus live loads of the

actualjoint as described in section 3.3. The working load calculated from the design code

was taken as a continuous static load on the %-scale model during the fatigue test where

an additional cyclic load was superimposed onto the static load level to create a dynamic

loading pattern which opened the joint by pulling the ends of the LVL limbs in opposite

directions. The dynamic component of loading simulated the wind loading measured in

the Wingfield joint using a sinusoidal form of loading. From computer analyses (Images

3Dt"), the induced moment at the joint by a wind load of lkPa external pressure per metre

length of the building was 18.12kN-m (see table 3.1). Since M,o""imen: Ql2) x (Llz):P

x Ll4: Mactualjointi4 (see previous section), the moment calculated for the actual joint was

divided by four to find an equivalent moment for the test specimen. A service wind speed

Vr of 38m/s was chosen for the wind load level on the specimen and its return period was

20 years calculated from $3.2.2 of ASlI70 (2) (Y :29.2+7log"R; where V is the wind

speed and R is the return period).

From 4S1170.2 $3.6.3 - Interpolated method for Westerly:

Distance for developing inner layer for 6.2lmroof height : xi
xi : zo,r(WO. 3 zo,.) 1.5 : 0.2(6.21 10. 3x0. 2) t.s : 2lOm

(Assuming x:900m; Me,*,r.for North:0.955 and

M (,,"ntz)for South: 0' 7 9)
Terrain category multiplier : Mx : Mo*(x-xiXM1","o9-M ò12500

..8q.3.2.6(3)
M* : 0 955+(900 -2IO)(0.7 9-0.955)12500 : 0.909

i.Yz: V x M* = 38 x 0.909 : 34.5m/s

(Service rvind speed V, was used as V, c,f. section 3.3 where Vu was used)

$3 3 Dynamic wind pressure : q":0.6Y72x10-3 : 0.6 x (34 5)z¡19-:
: O.7I4l<Pa

Since the induced moment at the joint was 18 l2kN-m for every 1m of

building by lkPa of wind pressure and every portal frame supports a 5m length of the
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building, the applied dynamic moment on the actualjoint has a magnitude of l8,l2kN-

mlmlkPa x 5m x 0.7[4kPa : 647kN-m. The equivalent dynamic moment on the

specimen was 64.7 + 4: 16.2kN-m and the applied load was 16.2kN-m + 1.766m = 9kN

since the moment arm was 1.766m. Hence to simulate the dead plus wind load case, a

cyclic load with a magnitude of r 9kN was superimposed on the static load of 25kN.

3.5 JOINT STRENGTH

The theoretical strength of the specimen was the key consideration when

designing the experimental set up. It also formed a basis for predictions of joint

performance. Thus, in this section, the basic mechanics and various methods for

determining joint strength are discussed. To ensure that the test specimens could be

loaded to failure, the possible failure modes were considered: failure of the nail group,

LVL timber fracture, or plywood gusset failure.

3.5.1 Nail group strength

The nail group strength was estimated by the thin walled tube analogy and

the shared rivet group analogy (55).(see section 2.4.3) The thin walled tube analogy

method would gcncrally give the upper bound design momcnt capacity as it assumed all

nails would bear the same ultimate load. Since both upper and lower nail groups were

expected to carry the same moment, the design capacity of each group was the same

despite the difference in shape due to the geometric limitations of the gusset. In this

theoretical investigation of strength capacity of the nail group, only the upper nail group,

which consisted of five rings, was considered.

!
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Appendix D gives the detailed calculations of the nail yield load, working

load of the joint and the upper nail group moment capacity of both the actual joint and test

specimen by two difïerent methods. The ultimate loacl of a single 2.87x50mm nail was

798.4N by the yield theory as in mode 1.3 (6), The working moment of the test specimen

was 38,8kN-m by 4S1720 (3) (see section 3.4.2). Other theoretical results (ultimate load

capacities) are summarised in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Moment copacity of the actual joint and specimen

It was interesting to note that the thin walled tube analogy always gave a

higher moment capacity estimation (by about lTYo) compared to the shared rivet group

analogy. This was due to the assumption of equal load bearing of each nail. There was a

ratio of 5.7 between the nail group strength for the full-scale and t/z-scale joint. The

difference was due to slight differences in the nailing patterns, since all materials and the

nail spacings were identical. The spacing used in test joint was designed to follow the

actual joint, in order to satisfu the requirements of the design code and the limitations of

the size of the plywood gusset plate. The only difference was the dimensions of the timber

members. From section 3.4, the moment capacity of the actual joint was expected to be

four times that of the test specimen due to the decrease of load and moment arm by a half

each. However, the nail pattern dimensions were not actually halved (see Appendix D).
I
I
I

i

58.1kN-m328kN-mSEARED RI\¡ET GROUP À}IALOGY

65kN-m370kN-mTSIN VIATLED TUBE A¡IALOGY

38.8kN-m67.2kN-m (s2)AS L72O (working moment

capacity)

SPECIMENACTUÀL .'OINT
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Thus the calculated moment capacity for the test specimen was l/5.7 instead of T/4 of the

full-scale joint when moment capacity was determined by the nail capacity method.

This study of the specimen assumes that all the loadings would be resisted

by portal frames with wind load distributed evenly upon each of them and that the joints

would provide the stability of the frames. However, load capacity of this isolated joint

specimen were expected to give a lower bound to the actual strength of the building since

the effects of the bracing, the end wall and the roof were ignored.

3.5.2 LVL member strength

Two possible failure modes, apart from nail slip, were considered. These

were bending tension fracture of the LVL members and plywood gusset plate failure. In

case of LVL failure, the location was most likely to be at the most stressed point, ie,

where the applied loads induced the highest bending stress. The likely site was along the

rafter section next to the gusset plate (section 3.5). The likely point of failure in the

plywood would be along the line perpendicular to the column centreline between the two

nail groups and passing through RVDT2 in Figure 4.19. This was the shortest distance

across the plywood gusset (7).

LW,, as a material, has been discussed in section 2.2.1 (see Table 2.1). By

ASl720 (3), the working moment capacity of the rafter section was calculated as follows:

M : k,k,,F |Z : IxO.952xl6x(63x4002+6)

I

I

:25.6kN-m

where Fois the allowable bending stress of LVL
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3.5.3 Plywood gusset strength

Plywood gusset plates were cut from 2400mm by 1200mm 19-32-7 (F17)

plywood sheet. Plywood has a higher embedment strength than solid wood and k,u was

1.1(3). It has Young' s Modulus of 14,000MPa, allowable bending stress of l7MPa and

effective thickness of 1lmm. The critical section has a width of about 580mm. Hence,

the working moment capacity of the plywood was calculated as:

M : k,k,,F o'Z 
: lx}.9008x17x(2x19x5802+6)

:32.62kN-m

3.5.4 Summary

Based on the calculations in sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.3, the critical allowable

joint capacity was estimated to be 25.6kN-m The corresponding failure mode was

expected to be LVL failure. The working moment of LVL and Plywood gusset was 66Yo

and84o/o that of nail group's. From this simple theoretical calculation, LVL was expected

to be the weakest link of the joint system and its strength would probably give the ultimate

static strenEh of the whole joint.

In other timber moment resisting joints studies, particularly those done in

New Zealand, material failure was very common. This type of failure was found either

across the LVL limb near the gusset plate or in the plywood gusset itself. Timber

governed the joint failure instead of the nails. As a result, a revision of the present design

j

!
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code was suggested by Batchelar and Cavanagh. It seemed that the adoption of a

constant value per nail was not adequate in order to get optimum solutions (49).

Discussions concerning improvements in nail pattern design are presented in Chapter 6.

The complete system composed of LVL, plywood gusset and nail groups should be

considered simultaneously.

In this chapter, many of the theoretical predictions and relationships

between the actual joint and the <<-scale test joint have been mentioned. The next chapter

will report on the experiments.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIN{ENTAL RESEA RC H

4.I INTRODUCTION

The strength and stiffness of multi-nail joints governs the transfer of

forces due to wind pressure on the walls and roof into the portal frame and to the

foundation. Therefore, it is essential to understand the dynamic behaviour of this type of

joint in order to conduct any theoretical evaluation of the building performance in a wind

storm.

In other investigations(7x8x9xl0x23), the strength reduction due to cyclic

loading has been investigated. However, in this research, the joint was opened up by a

static load and a relatively small cyclic load component added onto the static service load

to simulate wind loads in the Wingfield building. This is important as the wood might

suffer from signifîcant permanent deformations due to long term cyclic loading.

Moreover, the fixity of nails and the friction between members could well be reduced,

resulting in loss of stiffrress and ultimate strength.
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In order to rnvestigate the tatrgue strength of a tnoment-resistlng Joint, an

expenmental testing progtamme was established to test seven knee joint specimens under

laboratory conditions. The experimental study focused on quantiffing perfonnance

characteristics for this type of connection. This was undertaken by a combination of

specimen testing and anal¡ical modelling techniques which rvere verified against the

experimental data.

Angular displacement (oint rotation), ram displacement and the applied

load were measured simultaneously throughout the tests at appropriate time intervals.

From this data, joint rotation and moment relationships were derived for each specimen.

Furthermore, the effect of fatigue on the residual strength and joint stiffness was studied

by looking at the subsequent static response of joints subjected to varying amounts of

fatigue loading. Finally, the design code prediction of the static load capacity of the joint

was compared to the dynamic test results. As the present design philosophy is based

predominantly on static analysis considerations, the static and dynamic results were

compared to see if the present design methods need to be improved in order to account

for long term deterioration of the joint due to fatigue loading.

In this chapter, the experimental programme is first discussed, including

aspects of theoretical planning and design as well as the practical side of the

experiments. A detailed description of the testing apparatus, specimen fabrication, and

the testing progfam follows. The chapter concludes with discussions of the measurement

and data loggrng methods and the manner in which the specimens were tested.
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T.2 TESTI\-G PROGR\}I

Seven specimens were tested, covering a range of conditions which

moment resisting joints in the real structure might be expected to experience. A constant

level of static load was applied to the joint in the experiment. The working stress

magnitude of the load and its relation to the forces on the real building have been

discussed in section 3.4.2. A continuous sinusoidal loading was then added to represent

the effects of serviceability wind load. Because the amplitude of the sinusoidal loading

component was smaller than the static load component, there was no true load reversal

during these fatigue tests (see Table 4.1).

Table 1.I Details of the seven specimens

In order to obtain a "feel" for the performance of the joint and the data

recording system, a simple static test was performed first to establish the joint's ultimate

moment capacity for comparison with the theoretical predictions. The first specimen was

0.4518029044!2625+15FATIGUE7

0.3620044!3525r20FATIGUE6

00STATIC5

06500,00044+1625ÐFATIGUE4

0.61.000.00044 1625ÐFATIGUEJ

0.6250,00044+1625ÐFATIGTiE)

00STATICI

CYCLING

FREQUENCY

(Hz)

NUMBER OF

CYCLES

APPLIEI)

MOMENT

(kltl-m)

APPLIED

LOAD

lkt\t)

NATURE OF

TEST

SPECIMEN
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loaded at 8.8kN-rn (equiralent to 5kN of ran'ì load) increments and readings \\ere taken

at each increment until the specimen failed at an ultimate joint moment of 96kN-m.

Subsequently, the second test specimen was confTdently loaded with a

static moment of 44kN-m (equivalent to a load of 25kN where the moment arm was

1.766m)plusa0,6Hzsinusoidalloadoftl6kN-m. Thetestwascloselymonitoredand

the best rvay of measuring joint rotation was hnalized during this first dynamic test. The

second test specimen was subjected to (and survived) 250,000 cycles of loading at which

time the load was removed. In order to the find the residual strength, the specimen was

then loaded statically to failure. The third specimen was tested with a million cycles of

sinusoidal loading afterwhich the loading was removed and the specimen then tested

statically to failure. The fourth specimen was similarly tested and survived 500,000

cycles of loading before it was unloaded and tested statically to failure. At this stage, the

data was analysed closely. The joints seemed to be very stiffand relatively insensitive to

fatigue, thus the last two specimens were planned to have a much higher dynamic loading

component. However, before these tests, it was decided to conduct only a static load test

on the fifth specimen in order to investigate the variability of the joint strength and to

give a more reliable value for the unfatigued static strength for comparison with the

residual strength of the fatigue tested specimens. The sixth specimen was loaded

statically to 44kN-m and t35kl.l-m loading was superimposed. The peak of this loading

was in the region of ultimate capacity of the joints. Frequent readings at regular intewals

were taken within the first few thousand cycles to study the early behaviour of the joint

during dynamic loading. The seventh, and last, test specimen was loaded with 44 t

26kN-m loading where the dynamic component was lowered by 25o/o from specimen ó.

The dynamic load magnitude of + 20kN and * 15kùI corresponded to 58m/s and 50m/s of

wind speed respectively (see section 3.4.2) which exceeded the ultimate wind speed.

Although the applied dynamic loads for specimens 6 &.7 were extremely high and not
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e\pected to occur regularlv in real tirnber structures, the results did proride insights into

the joint performance during the initial few thousand cycles and its endurance of the joint

to these high levels of dynamic loading. Each of the last two test specimens failed during

fatigue loading and a major depreciation of the strength and stiffness of the joint was

observed.

4.3 TESTING APPARATUS

4.3.1 Fabrication

The technique of constructing joint specimens profoundly affects test

results (46). The assembling technique and nailing method control friction between

contact surfaces which in turn control joint strength and stiffness as a whole. In the same

way, the sequence of construction for a portal frame building has a signrficant influence

on its structural behaviour. Th¡ee construction methods for common industrial portal

frame structures have been reported by Yttrup(57): (l) stick-by-stick, (2) roof lift, and (3)

roof lift with folding columns (Method 3 was used for the construction of the timber

portal frame structure in Wingfield),

The laboratory fabrication of the moment-resisting joint test specimens

was conducted in an effrcient manner resulting in minimal initial stresses. This was

because identical specimens in term of the stress level were desirable and signifrcant

initial stress could alter the test results. Additional factors affecting test results include

wood drying after assemblage, lack of consistency in nail penetration (angle & depth),

and amplitude of cyclic loading. All of these factors could introduce gaps in the contact
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surface between the elements of the nailed joints which would in turn reduce friction and

effective j oint stiffrre s s.

LVL with a cross section of 400 x 63mm, and 2400 x 1200 x 20mm

plywood sheets were transported to the University laboratory. It was decided to

manufacture and assemble the moment resisting joints in the laboratory because of the

diffrculties associated with moving the assembled test specimen. Once the timber had

arrived, the LVL was sawn to give the required lengths and the plywood sheets were cut

into gusset plate shapes. As is normally done in practice, a template for the nailing

pattern was made and used to mark the gussets with the appropriate nailing locations.

I''igure 1.1 Templatefor marking the nail pattern onto the gusset plywood

Struts, the LVL bars that were located at the edge of the joint between the

plywood plates, were cut from the remaining LVL into desirable sizes. ln Batchelar &,

Cavanagh' s experiment(8), strain measurements taken on the ends of the gusset strut

shorved that the strut was not effective in end bearing on the leg-rafter members, despite
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particular care having been taken to ensure that contact was made at these points during

assembly. In this study, the joints were tested in an opening direction, and the members

acted as a tie. Strut nailing was therefore only required to stabilize the inside edge of the

plywood gusset against buckling in case of compression and was not needed for the

purpose of retaining the strut in position ris a result of applied end loads (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 Plywood stntt

In order to assemble the joint, the LVL column and rafter members were

fïrst laid out on the ground in the correct position before the plywood gusset was

positioned. Special care was taken to ensure that the rafter and column touched each

other without leaving any visible gap since they touched in the Wingfield joint. Next,

2.87 x50mm nails were used to attach the gusset plate by following the marked narling

pattern. All nails were driven into the timber with a pneumatic nail gun as was done

during construction of the full size structure (see Figure 4.3).
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Figure 1.3 Nailing by the pneumatic nail gun

Nail head restraint and penetration angle are known to have a signifìcant

effect on the strength and stiffrress of nailed joints (22)(33). The nail gun, rvith its

consistency, provided good quality nailing, head restraint and a 90 degree angle of

penetration The other side plate and strut were put in place betbre nailing the second

side. The completed specimen was then taken to an empty space in the laboratory tbr

storage. All specimens were made one after the other over a one month period. The

specimens rvere then stacked up ready for testing (see Figure 4.4).
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Figure 1.1 Stack of assembled specimens beþre tesÍing

4.3.2 Experimental arrangement

The aim of this experiment was to study the fatigue behaviour of moment

resisting joints by applying a pair of loads acting in opposite direction to each other at

eaclr end of the LVL rnembers (see Figure 4.29). This tension testing method eliminated

the possibiliry of buckling. Moreover, to eliminate any torsional and bending stresses out

of the plane of the specimen, leveling of the joint was necessary. That is, the joint was

set "perfectly" on a horizontal plane. With a density of 620kglm3 for LVL, the dead

weight of the specimen was approximately l000kg.
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Figure 4.5 Layout of the specimen

Figrre 4.5 shows the details for the specimen which allowed for the

maximum displacement of l25mm in the ram. The connections for both ends of the LVL

members were similar to the connections used in the Wingfield building. A metal plate

was nailed onto both sides of the L\/L while a metal angle was fixed to each side of this

plate. One side of metal angle was fixed to the metal plate and the other side was bolted

onto the anchorage (see Figrre 4.6). The function of this system was to allow load

transfer from the LVL member to the anchor in a simila¡ way to that in the actual
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building. It rvas not onl\ used t-or tension and cor"npression loads transfèr but to proride

shear resistance. In the experimental set-up, the connections served the same purposes,

but they were frxed to the ram and pivot joint instead of to the ground. Careful

consideration \r'as also given when selecting the location for testing since a plan area of

5m x2m was necessary. Existing floor studs at 1200mm intervals were used to form the

anchorage for supporting the hydraulic ram and the pivot end (see Figure 4.5). The

arrangement is shorvn beiow in Figure 4.6.

Figure 1.6 LVL base connection

The base connections (see Figure 4.6) were over-designed so they would

not fail before the joint. In addition, the base plate connections were designed for easy

mounting and dismounting from the LVL members. The four connections (one on each

side for each end) were reused for each of the specimens. The load from the LVL

members was transferred to the base by means of 12 rows by 8 columns of

2.87mmx50mm nails. Nailing was preferred to bolting because the stress distribution of
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tnan)'small nails as compared to a tèrv large bolts renders \vood crushing Iess lrkell. fhe

rvelding of the base plate to the angle was very reliable and the angle provided an

excellent linkage to the anchorage where bolts were utilized effectively in the steel-to-

steel connections.

The column base of the specimen was connected to the hydraulic jack

rvhich was secured to the laboratory strong floor by a steel truss system (see Figure 4.7),
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Figure 4.7 Hydraulic ram which provides both static & dynamic loads

In order to ensure a moment-free connection at the base of the column

member, the column base connection was joined to a knuckle joint which in turn was

bolted to the loading ram through a steel tube (see Figure 4,8). This provided uni-

directional loading to the timber joint. The 60mm diameter pin in the knuckle joint

ensured that no moment was applied to the end of the test specimen.
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Figure 1.8 Connection at the column end

As both ends of the test specimen were supported (about 56mm off the

gound from the LVL), a middle support was also required for stability and leveling of

the specimen (see Figure 4.9). This also provided a stable support at the gusset joint to

take up the self-weight of the specimen. To avoid restraining the specimen, the middle

support required freedom of horizontal displacement in any direction while grving hrm

vertical support to the joint.
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Figure 4.9 Middle support at the gusset plate

Figure 4.9 shows the middle support used for the test specimens. The

system consisted of a cylindrical support that was supported on a thick steel plate

which was then supported on a stack of steel packers. Grease was placed on the

surface of the thick steel plate to minimize friction between the cylindrical support

and this plate. This allowed the joint to slide with the support on the steel plate.

Constant greasing was necessary to maintain a smooth sliding action

It was also important to ensure that no moment was applied to the base

of the rafter. Hence, the rafter base was connected to an anchorage which was

allowed to rotate (see Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10 Pivot connection that connects to the rafter end & truss system

This pivot system provided the reaction forces for the rafter end and

eliminatcd any moment fansfer. Therefore, this zero moment support simulated the

point of contraflexure along the rafter where only shear and æ<ial forces would occur.

The base angles of the rafter limb were bolted to the pivoting joint. This connection

was designed to transfer any load from the LVL member through hrgh tensile 24 mm

bolts to a steel plate which was fixed to the ground studs by a steel truss system

similar to the one used for the hydraulic jack. All the above connections w€re

designed to withstand the ultimate load with a suffrcient factor of safety to prevent

fatigue failure of the steel connections.

\

.\
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Figure 4. I I Top view of the set up of the specimen

The moment lever arm provided by this testing a¡rangement was

estimated as being the shortest distance from the intersection of the LVL member

centrelines to the line of loading action (see Figure 4.1 l). However, this moment arm

was theoretical, since the exact centre of rotation was unknown (see section 4.3.3).

Moreover, as the joint was pulled apart, the moment arm reduced in length slightly.

As the movement of the joint was unknown, and was likely to be small compared to

the length of the limb, the moment arm w¿u¡ assumed to be constant. Thus the

theoretical moment experienced by the joint was always larger than or equal to the

actual moment in tension mode. The change (approximately 0.1m) in moment arm

(1.7ó6m) was corresponded to an eror of at most 57o.

Before engaging the joint into the test system, all the steel base plates

were nailed to the bases of the LVL members. Afterwards, the angles on the rafter
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The column base connection \\as bolted to the knuckle Joint connected to the

hydraulic jack as the last step in the setting up. The joint was then loaded by means

of a horizontally positioned Instron hydraulic ram with a controlling unit monitoring

the load and the displacement of the ram (see Figure 4.12). The hydraulically

powered loading device has a maximum static load capacity of 250kN. Dynamic

loads of various patterns and magnitude can also be produced, As discussed earlier,

dynamic cyclic loads with a sinusoidal variation of amplitude and a pre-set frequency

were applied in addition to the static load.
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Figure 4.12 Connol unit of the Instron machine
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{.1.3 [nstrumentation & Data acquisition

Section 2.3 gave an account of the multi-nailed joint research study by

Batchelar (7) where he required a ram displacement of about 80mm for a smaller joint

constructed with steel side plates to apply a load of 30kN. The load-displacement curve

was linear, The ram displacement, A (see Figure 4.13), was a summation of

displacement due to joint rotation plus bending, shear and axial deformation in the LVL

members. The displacement due to joint rotation accounted for gusset plate bending

while nail slips and wood deformation was formed around the nail site. Nail slips would

be affected more by the dynamic loading than by those of bending, shear and axial load.

Hence, by measuring the ram displacement and the joint rotation separately, the

displacement due to bending, shear and axial load could be estimated. (see section 5.3.2)

Figure 4.13 Specimen testing set uP

In this experiment, ram displacement, rotation of the joint and strain

across the LVL close to the gusset were measured by various instruments.

Another important parameter that would relate the joint rotation to the

applied moment was the joint stiffrress. Interestingly, Stevens (52) extrapolated the
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results o[Batchclar and Cavanagh (8) to the actualjoint in the Wingtìeld building, taking

into consideration the differences between the two joint designs. He estimated the

stiffness of the joint to be between l4,7xlOeNmm/radian and 34xl0eNmm/radian. He

chose the value of 2OxlOeNmm/radian as input for his computer analysis. The stiffness

of the test specimen was expected to be more than four times smaller than this proposed

value for the actual.¡oint. This was because the applied moment in the t/z-scale specimen

rvas four times smaller than in the actual joint and the additional stiffening effect of

bracing was not present at the laboratory testing. This stiffness value was important for

load distribution in the portal frame, for a stiffer moment resisting joint inhibits rotation

and more moment would be expected in the ridge at the centre of the portal frame.

It was necessary to define: performance requirements (stability, accuracy,

reliability); measurement factors (duration, dynamic loading....); and environmental

factors (temperature, vibration, moisture) in the experiment. Since the experiment was to

be performed over a considerable period of time, stability and reliability were key

factors in the choice of instn¡mentation. The choice was based primarily on what would

give data which was free from excessive noise and drift, ease of calibration, instrument

range and limitations.

Since the natu¡e of this experiment was to investigate the long term effect

of low magnitude cyclic loading superimposed on a constant load, a different approach

for data collection was required than for a simple static test. In a simple static test,

usually a relatively small amount of data is recorded. However, during long term

dynamic testing, the amount of dat¿ and the rate of data loggrng is critical. Therefore, a

sophisticated data acquisition system was necessary to cater for this requirement. In the

following section, each type of electrical transducer is discussed with respect to its

performance and limitations. The data collection system is also discussed.t
I

;

t
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a )Rotation:

One of the main aims of this experiment was to investigate the moment-

rotation relationship of the gusset joint. This was achieved by measuring the relative

rotation of the rafter and the column legs in the plane of the joint. The rotation between

the rafter and the column was the relative rotation of those two legs at the positions just

behind the gusset plate. In theory, for a known geometry, joint rotation can be deduced

by simply measuring ram displacement. However, this was not possible because bending

of the LVL members and rotation of the joint would occur simultaneously.

The relative rotation was induced by any relative rotation of the rafter and

the column legs. This relative rotation was the result of a complex interaction between

the gusset plates, the rafter and column which could be due to nail slip, plate

displacement and relative movements between the two legs in the joint area.

Hence, three methods of rotation were devised and tested against each

other during the experiment. Each has its own advantages but the DCDT (direct current

differential transformer) method was found to be the most reliable.

LVDT method: This method was based on the simple geometry of the joint which

visualized the timber joint as two simple members hinged at their junction. An

imaginary triangle is formed by joining the point of intersection, to a point along the

centreline of the rafter and another point along the centreline of the column as shown in

Figure 4.14. Then, by measuring the X-Y displacement of those three points and hence

determining the changes in the length of the sides of the imaginary triangle, it was

possible to employ the cosine rule to compute the rotation of the joint. These

displacement were measured by LVDT's (linear variable differential transformer)'
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Figure 4.14 LVDT method byforming an imaginary triangle

For this method to work satisfactorily, the cenúe of rotation must b€ at

the interscction of the member centrelines. Due to the complicated action between

the LVL and the plywood gusset plate, there was no theoretical tool nor any

indication from previous tests as to where the actual cente of rotation was located.

Its position was assumed to be the meeting point of the centreline of the LW legs.

The other two points were chosen at convcnient locations along the centelines just

offthe gusset plates.
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Figure 4.I5 LVDT method

Joint rotations were calculated using the inputs of the X-Y displacements

of the three points. From the new lengths of the sides of the imaginary triangle, the rigid

displacement of the plate relative to the LVL members could be found.

From cosine rule: (refening to the Figure 4.15)

(where Xl and Yl are X-Y coordinates of point I and likewise for X2,Y2,X3 and Y3)

Ll : [(685 .9+Xl-X2)2 +(t39.6+Yl-Y2¡27trz

L2 : l(X2-Xl¡z+ 1" r* I I 00-Y3 ¡2¡ 
t tz

¡3 : [(ó 85 .9 47 +Xl -XÐz+ (tZlg .5 s 8+ Y 1 - Y 3)21t rz

wlprc Lt, L2 & L3 are the lenghs of the three sides of the imaginæy triangle and O' is the angle

between Ll and L2

angle : cr : cos-t {[(-L3)z+(tt)z+(LZ¡21 ¡ (2Ll L2)\

Rotation:0 : a -l0l.5o
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The actual measurement \\'as made bl means of attacliing three

80x80x80mm timber cubes centred over the three corners of the triangle. Then each of

the six lgmm LVDT's were mounted on an independent stand. They were placed to point

perpendicular to the surface of these cubes in the direction opposite to the movement of

the cubes. Dial gauges ,vvere used to measure the displacements for the initial static

loading to compensate for the short range of the LVDT's. After readings tiom the dial

gauges were taken, the LVDT'5 were set in their appropriate positions.

It should be noted that this method measures the absolute displacement of

each point which includes the effects of axial, shear and bending deformation of the LvL

members in addition to joint rotation. In practice, the LVDT's could not be positioned

perfectly perpendicular to the surface of the cubes. Hence, errors were induced to the X-

y coordinates of the three points. Errors were also found in the calculations of the three

lengths of the triangle, joint slip and joint rotation. Because this method was too

complex in procedure and resulted in large human errors making the results unreliable,

this method was abandoned after testing the first specimen.

RVDT Method: This method provided a direct measurement of the relative

rotation of the rafter and column using a Rotary Variable Differential Transformer

(RVDT). This device produces a voltage whose magnitude varies linearly with the

angular rotation of its shaft. It works on a potentiometer pnnciple similar to LVDT

except thcre is a fenomagnetic rotor instead of a straight cylind,rical core (see Figure

4.16).
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Figure 4.16 Rotary Variable Diferential Transþrmer

Since the coupling between stationary windings and the rotor is

electromagnetic, there is no mechanical friction or induced electrical noise. Within

the range of 40 degrees, linearity is claimed to be better than ú5% of the full scale

rotation. For the small angular rotations expected in this experiment, the linearity is

improved. (e.g. for t5 degree rotation, the linearity is better than 0.lo/o of full scale).

This instrument gave very small angle resolution and was precise enough for this

experiment and relatively easy to install. A static calibration test on the RVDT unit

was performed in l99l by Stevens (52). The scale factor was found to be

l¿Z.1myldegree with l5V input for rotation range of +5.75o1-8.360 by utilizing a

simple hinged board device.

Triangular mounting boards fixed to the LVL legs were designed to

hold the RVDT and its shaft, thus the relative rotation between each LVL member

was measured. The mounting board on the ra.fter side held the rotor body of the

RVDT while the RVDT could rotate about a point on the rafter centreline (see Figure
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+ l7) The mounting board on the colurxn sicJe held the shati of the RVDT, such that

the RVDT could rotate about a point on the column cent¡eline.

¿ErslÃj

Figure 1.17 Mounting boards for the RVDT

These boards projected over the plywood gusset and allowed mounting

of the RVDT at the assumed centre of rotation. They were fixed to the LVL members

by screws and their triangular shape gave a stiff, securely fixed and yet light weight

design. Being light weight timber boards, they had little inertia during cyclic loading

and their fixing just beyond the gusset prevented them from taking up any bending

displacement from the LVL member. However, to avoid any damage due to load

transfer between the shaft and casing of the RVDT (Max. load : 3.ó3kg), a special

connection was ananged for the RVDT. A pre-tensioned spring system was put

between the mounting board tip and the shaft (see Figure 4'18)' This in effect

allowed the shaft of the RVDT to'float'.
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Figure 1.18 RVDT and the mounting system

The true centre of rotation of the joint was unknown due to the

complex interaction between the LVL members and the plywood gusset plates.

Initially, the RVDT was situated at the meeting point of the centreline of the column

and the contact of the LVL members, i,e., position RVDT 2 as in Figure 4.19.

However, visible relative movement of the RVDT to the mounting board occured

which would not exist if positioned at the centre of rotation. In an effort to locate the

true cenüe of rotation, the position of the RVDT was shifted to the meeting points of

the centrelines of the two LVL members, i.e., RVDT I in Figure 4.19. However,

neither of the locations tried were satisfactory. Therefore, this method was also

subsequently abandoned.
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of raftcr

thc LVL membcr¡

centrcline column

Figure 1.19 Locations of the RVDT

DCDT Method: This is a simple, indirect method. A stiff timber bar was

nailed on the rafter just next to the gr¡sset plate parallel to the gusset edge and with one

end cantilevered to the column side and a long range DCDT was secured to the column

along the edge of the gusset plate. The DCDT measured the relative movement between

the timber ba¡ and the column member (see Figure 4.20).
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Figure 1.20 Arrangement of the DCDT method

BAR

ô=ROTATION

å

Figure 4.21 Geometry of the DCDT metþgd
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As shown by Figure 4.21,line CD denotes the inner edge of the timber

bar while the DCDT is denoted by BC and the relative movement between the bar and

the column is measured by the DCDT as ô (see Appendix B - a full mathematical

explanation of the DCDT method). From the geometry of the DCDT arrangement, a

relation between the rotation and the reading from DCDT (ô) was found to be 0 = tan

tlAlAn¡ where 0 is the rotation of the joint.

õ : tan0.AB+(BC/cos0 )-Bc

= tan0.AB (i.e. cosO = 1)

0 = tan t(ô/AB)

where 0 is the rotation the

Since AB:800mm and BC:250mm, for rotation of 1 degree ( 0 : 1"),

the error from the approximation induced by using the DCDT method in ô was 0.27o/o;

for 0 : 0.5", the error induced in ô was O.l7Yo. Therefore, the approximation was

considered acceptable with less than0.2o/o for rotation of 0.5 degree.

This procedure assumed that the joint went into pure rotation,

therefore, any joint slip perpendicular to the DCDT would not be recorded and would

induce error to the system. In all the tests, limited joint slip was observed. On the

other hand, this procedure had the advantage that the method was very simple and

straight forward, not only in setting up but also in data processing. Hence, while this

was an indirect measurement in comparison to the RVDT method where angle changes

were recorded directly, this method did not require the centre of rotation to be located

exactly.
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DCDT4,5,6 E 7

RVDT at the tion l*,DCDTJ

RVDT at the 2't2

RVDT at the ition 2 ,1. LVDT DCDTI

\IEASU RE}IE}IT O F ROTATTONSPECI}IE\

* RVDT position refers to Figure 4 l9

'l-ubte 1.2 l,leasttrement methods for rolutrcn

The procedure used to measure rotations for each sp€cimen is summarized

in Table 4,2. The first specimen was tested using all three methods to measure the

rotation of the joint. The RVDT was mounted at the meeting point of the column

centreline and the LVL members contact line. The DCDT method and the RVDT

method were in close agteement to each other. Due to the range of the DCDT used in the

DCDT method for specimen 1, only two data points were recorded and gave insufficient

evidence to conclude its accuracy. Inevitable human enors were contributed to the

un¡eliable results by the complicated LVDT method. Therefore, for the next specimen,

the LVDT method was dropped (see Figure 4.22)'

The second specimen was tested using the RVDT and DCDT methods.

Both sets of readings seemed to agree with each other for rotation less than 0.014 radian

(0.S). For larger rotations, the RVDT seemed to respond strangely to the rotation by

recording almost constant joint rotation with increasing load. Thus, the RVDT method

was considered to be less accurate with the unknown location of the centre of rotation'

On the other hand, the plot of moment vs rotation (see Figure 4.23) showed that the

DCDT method indicated a consistent pattem.
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Figure 1.23 Moment vs rotation during the failure loadingfor specimen 2
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The third specimen was also tested using the RVDT and DCDT methods

to measure rotation. As for the second specimen, the DCDT method appeared to produce

more reliable results. Translational movement was still observed during these tests at the

rneeting point of the two mounting boards for RVDT. Therefore, the meeting point of

the two centrelines was still not the true centre of rotation. Rotational readings taken by

the DCDT method rvere used.

Based on the test data for the first three specimens, it was concluded that

the DCDT method was the most reliable method and was used in all subsequent tests to

record the rotation.

lbl Strain:

The ram displacements imposed at the column base by the Instron

hydraulic jack caused joint rotation. It also induced strains in all locations of the test

specimen. Due to the complex interaction between the plywood gussets plates' nail

gfoups and the LVL members, complex non-linear strain was expected on the surface of

the plywood plates. Batchelar and Cavanagh (S) have previously put strain gauges along

a line from the apex to the strut (see Figure 4.24)'
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Figure 1.21 Gauge positions in the Batchelar and Cavanagh experiment

The strains found in the gusset plate were not linear with the point of zero

strain being consistent at all load levels which was midway along the line. Similar strain

measurement was later attempted by Batchelar and Hunt (9) with a line of strain gauges

along the contact line between the rafter and column (see Figure 4.25). Again, non-

linear strain distributions were observed,

The point of zero strain was found to be near the meeting point of this

contact line and the centreline of the column (i.e. near point 3 of Figure 4'25). In the

above experiments, no conclusive statement was made on the strain profile inside the

gusset plate since the strain in the region of the gusset was non'linear and uncertain. In

an experiment performed by Boult (10), average timber strains at the extreme fibre of

both members were monitored by electric resistance strain gauges. New Zealand

practice currently recommends that the members be designed for the moments which

occnr a distance ofDl2from the edge of the plate. This allows for the stiffening effect of

the joint itself and a stress raising effect observed at the extreme nails in the group.
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Consequentty, this e\periment inrestiqated the strain distribution along the ¿bore

mentioned section of the column and rafter members adjacent to the plate.

Figure 1.25 Gauge positions in the Batchelar and Hunt experiment

A preliminary study on the effectiveness of using strain gauges glued

directly onto timber was carried out (Appendix B) in order to validate the use of strain

gauges attached to LVL since the size of the strain gauge approaches the size of

individual fibres in the cellular wood structure. From these findings, it was

recommended that 68mm long electrical resistant strain gauges be used, mounted directly

onto the LVL surface using "sup€r glue paste" (water based glue might be absorbed into

the timber before drying). The timber surface was properly prepared in accordance with

"M-line Accessories" Instruction Bulletin B-129-6 to develop a chemically clean surface

which had a roughness appropriate to the gauge installation requirements- 320 Grit

abrasive paper was used to remove any loosely bonded adherents and level the surface
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lbr suitable bonding Then gauge location larout lines rvere drarv'n to locate the strain

gauge before bonding the strain gauges (see Figure 4.26). For comparison, Batchelar

utilized 60mm strain gauges mounted directly onto the plywood surface.
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Figure 1.26 Locations of the strain gauges across the LVL members

The strain gauges \¡/ere attached to the rafter and column LVL members at

a distance of 200mm (Dl2) away from the gusset plates as shown in Figure 4.26. Five

strain gauges were mounted with approximately equal spacing along a line perpendicular

to the LVL legs to give a strain distribution across the section on each LVL member. A

low excitation voltage of 5 volts was used to avoid heating of the strain gauges which

would in turn change the material properties and stresses of the strain gauges. Given a

linear longitudinal strains, the average of the maximum tension and compression gave

the axial strain white half the difference gave the bending strain (see section 5.3.2).

I
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lc) Data lossine:

The task of data logging was to accept signals from the instrumentation

and ampliff it before storing the data onto both a hard disk and a floppy disk. A flow

chart describing the above data logging process is shown as in Figure 4.27

nffitÆfîÞ
Deuicc ¡trrin ttutc

Figure 1.27 Flow chart for the data logging system

The data logger used for these tests wris a Hewler Puckard HP3497A data

acquisition / control unit with an IBM compatible laptop computer acting as a controller

(see Figure 4.28) The 34gTAperformed the data acquisition task by inputting the signal

(e.g. voltage) from the user system (moment-resisting joint). It then controlled the

incoming signal by intemrpting, swrtching and controlling source functions. This

machine was adopted because it could take 50 readings per second to 5.5 digits accuracy

with auto-ranglng. This was important given input range from pV for strain gauges to

mV for the DCDT. It has lpV sensitivity, and a DC voltage measuring up to 119.9999V

with an internal buffer memory capacity of 100 readings. An in-built 20 channel analog

signal multiplexer (Option 010) was used to switch signals between the RVDT and

I
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DCDT. Option 070 was installed in the 3497 
^ 

to provide bridge completion (%

bridge confìguration) for all the strain gauges. As mentioned before, the computer'

through an IEEE card, was linked to the 3497 
^. 

A program in Basic Language was

written to control the triggering and data collection of the 3497 Ã (see appendix c)'

When the data was input in the computer, it was automatically scaled by the

appropriate calibration factors for input into a conventional spreadsheet program for

subsequent analysis. This process saved a great deal of time in sorting out the

information and analyzing the data and was very beneficial for processing the large

amount of data collected.

-{o:

Figtrre 4.28 Data logger and the laptop computer as the controller
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J.{ TESTI}IG PROCE DTIRES

In section 4.2,Ihe overall test program was outlined and the actual tests

listed in Table 4. L In single nail joint tests by Polensek (46), it was observed that a strict

testing regime must be followed to ensure reliable results as testing conditions af-fect

joint properties tremendously. For example, specimen assembly techniques' magnitude'

rate of loading and theoretical assumptions, are all known to affect the behaviour of

timber members. Since this research was very unique, previous laboratory works have

either concentrated on fatigue testing on single nailed joint or static and seismic testing

on multi-nailed joints, a new experimental set up was necessary' Prototypes were built

for testing to failure to support the fTeld testing of timber portal frames' In order to

ensure that each of the Seven moment-resisting joints was tested in the same manner' the

following set of experimental procedures were strictly followed'

The testing involved first applying a standard loading calculated from

4S1720 as 23kN (alkN-m) (25kì{ or 44kN-m was chosen for convenience - see section

3.4.2) for a working load moment which represented the dead load case' The cyclic

loading superimposed on the static loading was chosen from the wind load code

4S1170.2 as tgkN or tl6kN-m. Therefore, instead of having wind loading acting on the

whole portal frame, a pair of loads acting opposite to each other was applied at the base

of the specimen legs (see Figure 4.29)'
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Figure 1.29 Load vector diagrumfor the specimen

This pair of loads induced axial and shear forces in each LVL member'

The loading force was supplied by the Instron hydraulics jack at the base of the column

leg. The Instron was operated in load control mode which meant that the loading forces

were monitored by the controlling panel of the Instron machine' By using the load

control option, apart from the advantage of simulating the real situation closely where

wind load is applied irrespective of the joint displacement, it also gave constant stress

amplitude. Displacement control was not used because the load necessary to apply a

constant displacement would be lowered if the joint stiffness was to decrease'

In the investigation on the effects of testing variables on damping and

stiffness of nailed wood to sheathing joints, Polensek (46) concluded that magnitude and

rate of loading influence the joint damping and stiffness. Increasing loading rate

increased damping and stiffness but increasing loading magnitude diminished both

properties. In performing seismic tests with large load magnitudes and small numbers of

cycles, Batchelar (7) adopted a loading rate of approximately 30mm per minute' The test

loading was cyclic with peak loads applied for short periods of time (a few minutes or

less). The time required to test these joints with large numbers of toading cycles was

large and played an important part in determining the rate of cyclic loading of the joint'

E
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Because of the large numtrer of cvcles to be applied, the tãstest loading rate posslble $as

used (i e. 0.3-0.6H2).

There were two specimens subjected to a simple static test to failure. The

frrst test rvas aimed at determining the ultimate static strength of the joint fbr comparison

w,ith the code calculated static load capacity tn addition, it rvould give a good estimation

of the joint's stiffness. The second such test rvas conducted to confìrm the static test

result and for comparison with the ultimate strengths obtained during the dynamic tests

when the specimens were first subjected to fatigue loading. During the static tests' the

Instron hydraulic jack was used to load the specimens continuously by manual control'

stopping momentarily at 5kN (8.8kN-m) intervals to take readings' This process was

carried out until the failure of the specimens occurred'

In each fatigue test, the specimen was loaded up to 44kN-m (45% of its

expenmental static strength) with data being collected at 5kN (8'8kN-m) increments'

Then, a cyclic load with an amplitude of tl6kN-m (except t35kN-m for the specimen 6

and t26kN-m for specimen 7) was added for a predetermined number of cycles' In each

test, the data was collected at regular time intervals in order to monitor changes in joint

performance. For specimens 2,3 &,4, the cyclic loading was intem¡pted twice everyday

for data logging. A cyclic loading frequency of 0.6H2 was used for these tests while for

specimens 6 and 7 where the load magnitudes were larger, smaller frequencies of 0'3Hz

and 0.4tlz were used, respectively.
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Iror tiata loggrnu, the loaclrng rate \vaS sloried cltlwn durintl

phase. The method used to take all the readings at diftèrent parts of one I

hatt the automatic cyclic loading and adjust the load level at different points of the loading cycle

rnanually. For each load point, a whole set of readings was obtained. In order to produce a

smooth loading cycle, thirteen load levels were chosen (see Figure 4.30)'
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Figure 4.30 Points chosen for data logging within a complete load cycle

For each load level a set of data was recorded in the computer file. After

the reading of all 13 points, the automatic cyclic loading was resumed' Once the

required number of loading cycles were applied, the cyclic loading was stopped and the

static load was removed. Immediately, the specimen was reloaded from zero at 5kN

intervals until failure in order to determine the residual static strength of the joint after

fatigue loading. In the final static loading tests, loading \ryas applied using displacement

control in order to prevent continual excessive displacement fiom the hydraulic ram after

the joint failed.
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f he f-olloriing chapter (Chapter -5) presents the erperimental results and

the discussion on the behaviour of the test joints'
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DTSCLISSIONI

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the results of tests conducted on seven t/z-scale

plywood gusset joints described in section 3.4. The testing progfam and key results'

summarised in Table 5.1 (section 5.3), consisted of two static tests and five dynamic

tests. The specimens which did not fail during the dynamic fatigue testing phase were

also subsequently tested statically to failure in an effort to determine whether the fatigue

loading had any effect on the residual static strength and stiffrress of this type ofjoint' In

all the experiments, the type of failure referred to here was loss of load carrying capacity'

Excessive slip of the joint as is commonly used in 451649(1) for determining basic

working loads for metal fasteners was not considered as failure in these experiments'

Moment was plotted against rotation and ram displacement for each static

test so that the static stiffness could be studied. Rotation ¿rs a function of ram

displacement was also studied since the ram displacement was pnmarily a fi¡nction of

joint rotation and LVL member bending. Strain profile, joint stiffness and residual static
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strÈngth were in\,estigated as functions of the number of cl'cles of tàtigue loading t-or

each dynamic test specimen. This chapter concludes with a comparison of the results

from the seven tests and comments on the static and dynamic performance of the joints.

5.2 PRESEIì.ITATION OF TEST RESULTS

SPECIMEN 1

The first specimen was subjected to a simple static test to failure' The

aim was to determine the static ultimate strength. This would not only provide a basis

for comparison with the calculated strength from ASl720(2), but also formed a

benchmark for comparison with the residual ultimate strengths obtained in subsequent

tests where each specimen was first subjected to various amounts of fatigue loading'

Moreover, this was an opportunity for testing the accuracy and reliability of the

instrumentatton.

Figure 5.1 Moment vs rotationþr specimen I
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Froln the graph (Figure 5.1) olJoint moment, M, VerSuS Joint rotation. Ð'

one can see that the relationship was non-linear and that the joint softened slightly with

increasing moments The secant stiffness of the joint, obtained by dividing the

maximum moment by the maximum rotation, was found to be 249lkN-m/rad'

The strain protìle across the LVL column section is shown in Figure 5 2

and rvas seen to be nearly linear rvith the neutral axis situated near the centreline of the

member (12.5mm from the centreline to the compression side)' This implied that

bending contributed the largest portion of stress' In all the strain plots' tension is

positive and compression is negative'

Figure 5.2 Strain across columnfor specimen I

By integrating the strain profile, the axial load and bending moment at the

location of the strain gauges could be evaluated from:
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O:EXT

P:JodAandM:JoydA

where o is stress, E is modulus of elasticity (l3200MPa as stated in

manutàcturer literature see sectlon 2.2.I), e is strain, P is axial load,

M is bending moment and A is area.

The accuracy of this calculation relies on the accurancy of the value for

Young's modulus and strain values. Since there are only f,rve strain values, there could be

enor induced. This is particularly true of the strain prohle is non-linear' On the other

hand, the bending moment and axial load could be confidently calculated by simple

statics from the bending moment diagram and the axial load diagram in Figure 3'ó' In

this chapter, the axial load and bending moment calculated from the strain profile will be

referred to as P51¡¿in and Msfiain whereas the axial load and bending moment calculated

from statics will be referred to as P51u1ics and Mstatics'

At the maximum load, Ps1¡¿¡¡ and Mstrain were calculated as 40' lkN

(105% of P561iç) and 36.9kN-m(70o/o of M566ç) compared to the experimental values

of 3g.0kN and 52.4kN-m on the column. It should be noted that the values of moment

computed here are for the strain gauge position on the LVL members' The maximum

moment of 96.0kN-m given in Figure 5,1 applies at the intersection of the centrelines of

the LVL mçmbers and is larger because the lever arm is gleater at that location' The

discrepancy between the results calculated from statics and strain could be due to the

assumed valued of modulus of elasticity of LVL'

The strain profile for the rafter member in Figure 5'3 is 50% higher than

that in the column. This was because the rafter member was longer than the column

member. However, it is of interest to note that the strain profrle across the rafter was
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non-línear and in close agreement riith the strain protìle reported by BatchelarlT)

pstrain and M51¡¿in were calculated as 4l.6kN (90% of P51¿1¡ç) and 58.2kN-m (73o/o of

Mstatic) respectively in contrast to P51¿1¡cs and Mstaticsof 46.3kN and 79.2kN-m. The

close conelatìon confìrmed the reliability of the non-linear strain profile. This non-

linearity could be due to initial stress rvhich existed in the test specimen or deep beam

bending action.

Figure 5.3 Strain across rafterþr specimen I

The static test concluded with the failure of the joint by a bending/tension

failure of the LVL rafter member adjacent to the gusset plate. The failed specimen is

shown below in Figure 5.4
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-.- +'.---

g, iì

Figure 5.1 Failure mode of specimen I

The ultimate ram load was 54.5kN and corresponded to a joint moment of

96kN-m (i.e. 230o/o of the design value of 44kN-m as calculated from ASl720).

Although the failure of the specimen was sudden, some warning of that failure was given

by the cracking noises which were heard at load levels of 80% of the failure load.

SPECIMEN 2

The second test specimen first undenvent 250,000 cycles of fatigue

loading. The fatigue loading consisted of 0.6H2 sinusoidal cycles having a joint moment

amplitude of rl6kùl-m which was superimposed onto a constant moment of 44kN-m.

After the joint successfully withstood 250,000 cycles of fatigue loading, it was tested

statically to failure to find the residual static strength of the joint.
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The airn of the second test \\as to see whether the long tenn strength of

the joint was affected by the fatigue loading. Besides, the test gave a visual impression

of how the joint might react in a severe wind storm.

Figure 5.5 shows the joint rotation, always measured at a load of 44kN-m,

for different number:, ..rf cycles during the fatigue test. It was interesting to note that the

general shape of the curve, including the initial jump in rotation and the gradual

flattening out with increasing numbers of cycles, is typical of creep effects in timber.

The question of creep rvill be discussed latter in section 5.3.2.

Figure 5.5 Rotation at 14kN-m vs number of cycles þr specimen 2

Because of the possibility that creep could affect the amount of joint

rotation, it was decided to investigate the difference between the maximum and

minimum (omax-Om¡fl rotation occurring within a single load cycle during the dynamic

loading phase. It was felt that this parameter would better represent the instantaneous
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rotatron within a c\cle and the dlnarnic stiflhess of the 1ornt. 
.fhus, 

the change In

rotation, A0 : O-u*-Omin, was plotted versus the number of loading cycles, N' and is

shown in Figure 5.6. The difïerence in the joint rotations, 40, was seen to steadily

lncrease
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Figure 5.6 Dtference in rotation vs number of cycles for specimen 2

Hence, although the total joint rotation appeared to become constant after

about 100,000 cycles, there was an increase in the change of joint rotation,40, within

each loading cycle. The joint stiffness (K : 
^Nd/^e 

: (Mmax-M¡1¡¡1)/(0r¡ax-0min)

within each cycle decreased with increasing number of loading cycles since the moment

AM was held constant. This is illustrated more clearly in Figure 5'7 where the

instantaneous joint stiffness K (normalized by the initial joint stiffness, Ki) is plotted

against the number of loading cycles. For specimen 2, the joint stiffness after 250,000

cycles was approximately 63% of the initial stiffness. Since joint stiffness was a function

ll0
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of instantaneous rorational dilterence, this dy'namic iornt stiflhess rvas independent ol

creep.

Figure 5.7 Stffiess vs number of cycles for specimen 2

The initial joint stiffness Ki was calculated by dividing the change in

moment M by the change in rotation from the initial loading cycle. Thus, the results of

Figure 5.7 indicate that the instantaneous joint stiffness varied between 3436LN-m/rad

and 55l9kN-m/rad.

Figure 5.8 shows the results of the static test conducted after the 250,000

cycles of fatigue loading had been applied and from this curve, the secant stiffness of the

joint was estimated to be 3370kN-m/rad.
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Figure 5.8 Moment vs rotationfor specimen 2 (static test tofailure)

The strain profile measured in the rafter and column sections during the

static test are plotted in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, respectively. Interestingly, the strain

across the rafter appeared to be almost linear (Figure 5.9), with the neutral axis situated

near the centreline of the rafter. This result is in contrast to the non-linear shape

exhibited by the rafter during the static test of the frrst specimen. The only difference

between the specimens was that the second specimen was "pre-loaded" with 250,000

cycles of fatigue loading. Hence, a possible reason for the linear strain profile was that

the fatigue loading may have removed any initial stress which existed in the test

specimen. The column member exhibited a nearly linear strain profile which was

consistent with the results for the first specimen. At a recorded applied ram load of 45kN

(79kN-m) during the static loading, the Ps¡¿¡¡ and Ms¡¿¡¡ for the rafter were 17'4kN

(460/o of Psl¿1¡ç)and 48.5kN-m(75Yo of Mstatic), respectively, compared to the values

calculated from statics of 38.0k1.I and 65.0kN-m. For the column member at the same
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applied ram [oad, Pstrain \vas ]7 3kN (880o of Pstatic) and M51¡3¡n \\'as i5 7kN-rn (9000

of M561i") in contrast to P5¡¿11s5 of 3 l.2kN and M51¿1lsr of 43'OkN-m'

Figure 5.9 strain across rafter after 250000 cyclesþr specimen 2

Figure 5.10 strain across column after 250000 cyclesfor specimen 2
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The strain amplitude in the rafter was larger (about 30o,ô) than that in the

column and this is consistent wrth the test results from specimen l ' However' there is no

obvious reason for a lower strain difference than specimen I between the rafter and the

column in test sPecimen 2.

Testing of specimen 2 concluded with a static test to failure where

ultimate load was found to be 88kN-m, This was approximately 92o/o of the static

strength found in the first specimen. The failure mode for specimen 2 is shown in Figure

5.11 and consisted of a tension failure across the gusset plate between the column and

rafter members.
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Figure 5.1I Failure mode of the specimen 2

A final comment should be made regafding the response of sp€cimen 2

during the cyclic testing. obvious movement occwred between the LVL members and

the gusset plate with a noticeable ga! op€ning and closing at the contact line of the two

LVL members during cyclic loading. In addition, movement was observed at each end of
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the strut member, indicating relati\e ffìovement of the tlvo LVL legs. By rnonrtortng

lines drawn along the gusset plate edges on the LVL members, gusset slippage could be

observed. After a number of cycles, the lines were no longer at the edges of the plate.

This slippage was of the order of 5mm and was observed to be due mainly to slight

movements of the nails. This implies that the gusset plates have moved relative to the

LVL members and a gap between the LVL member has formed by the fatigue loading.

Thus, the residual strength and stiffness were expected to drop.

SPECIMEN 3

The third specimen was loaded identically to the second (i.e., with

a static moment of 44kN-m plus a cyclic moment of tlókN-m)' However, instead of

250,000 cycles of load, it was subjected to over one million cycles of load' The target of

million cycles was set in order to attain a significant number of cycles, commonly used as

a milestone in fatigue testing. The loading amplitude was not decreased since the second

specimen survived the fatigue loading exceptionally well'

From the plot of rotation at 44kN-m of applied moment vs number of

cycles (Figrue 5.12),a definite increase in the rotation with increasing number of cycles

can be soen. A steep increase in rotation was again observed in the early stage of testing

with the increases in rotation gradually flattening out as in Figure 5'5'
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Figure 5.12 Rotation at í$kN-mvs number of cyclesþr specimen 3

In order to remove any creep effects from the analysis, A0 vs number of

cycles for specimen 3 is plotted in Figure 5.13, As for the second test specimen, there

was a gradual increase in A0 during the course of the experiment.

Figure 5.I 3 Difference in rotation vs number of cycles þr specimen 3
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Chapter : ResLrlts lncl f)iscLt'si,rn

As f-or specirnen I, the rnstantaneous joint stitfhess K (normalized b1'Ki,)

was plotted against N (Figure 5.14). This plot also showed a gradual decrease in joint

stiffness, of the order of l0% with Ki : 5320kN-m/rad and K : 5055kN-m/rad after

million cvcles. In specimen 2, the initial stiffness of 5519kN-m/rad dropped to 3436kN-

m/rad after 250,000 cycles. Thus, a less signif,rcant stiffness depreciation was observed

in specimen 3 despite a larger number of loading cycles'

Figure 5.I4 stffiess vs number of cycles for specimen 3

Specimen 3 was tested statically to failure after successfully withstanding

one million cycles of cyclic loading. Figure 5.15 shows the moment vs rotation data

collected from this test. An estimate of the joint secant stiffness from this joint plot was

3207kN-m/rad and in good agreement with the joint stiffness for specimens 1 and 2.
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Figure 5. t 5 Moment vs rotation after 1,000,000 cycles for specimen 3

(static test 1o failure)

Figure 5.16 Strain across rafter during initial loadingfor specimen 3
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tn the early- stages of the test r.vhile the specimen \\'as being loaded

initially upto the 44kN-m load, the rafter strain profile was essentially linear (see Figure

5.16). Slightly more tension than compression was observed and the neutral axis was

very close to the centreline of the LVL member. These values apply before any cyclic

loading.

The strain prohles were essentially linear for all readings taken during the

periodic slow cycles before the half million cycle mark was reached. However, as the

number of the cycles approached the I million mark, the linearity of the strain profile

was lost and neutral axis shifted to a point between strain gauge 3 and strain gauge 4 (see

Figure 5.17). Unlike the initial linear profile exhibited by the rafter in Figure 5.16, the

member exhibited an inelastic strain profile which suggested yielding of the LVL might

have occurred. More surprisingly, tension strain was observed in strain gauge 1 (i.e., -

200mm from the centreline) at M:30.ókN-m. This was probably due to the fact that the

gauge was broken or the bonding became loose. In either case, gauge I readings were

considered to be unreliable hereafter. At M:62.0kN-m, an estimate of the strain at

position I was -1504¡re in order to achieve identical Pstrain and P561ir5 at a value of

29.66kN. The respective M51¡¿¡n wð 42.0kN-m and M561¡cs was 50.7klrl-m.

The strain profile at joint prior to failure during the final static loading test

(Figure 5.18) was also highly inegular and was considered to be inaccurate for the same

reasons as explained above.
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Figure 5.17 Strain across rafter at N:1009752 for specimen 3

Figure 5.18 Strain across rafter during the final static test for specimen 3
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About -i0oo less strain \vas experienced by'the column since that leg has a

shorter length (about 23 oî the strain experienced by the rafter). The profile on the

column was generalty linear and the neutral axis was situated near the centreline for

readings taken prior to the half million cycle mark (Figure 5' l9).

Figure 5.I9 Strain across column at initial loadingfor specimen 3

However, after about 1 million cycles, the strain position next to the

neutral alris (sfain gauge 7) registered a higher than expected strain. This was due either

to surface fibre failure or to yielding.
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Figure 5.20 Strain across column at N:1009752 þr specimen 3

Close correlation between Pstrain and Ps61¡cs (24,9kN and 24.3kN

respectively) and bending moments, at the section of the column 200mm from the gusset,

(32.3kN-m and 33.5kN-m respectively) were observed at an applied moment of 62kN-m

(from Figure 5.20), The strain profile at failure was non-linear and similar to that

recorded after 1009752 cycles ofloading.

Once the specimen had successfully withstood over one million cycles of

dynamic loading, the specimen was tested to failure which gave an ultimate load of 50kN

(Mr88kl.I-m). The specimen suffered a bendinlension failure (Figure 5.21) at the LVL

rafter leg along the cross section where the strain gauges were mounted at a moment of

88kN-m (same moment as specimen 2 and 92o/othatof specimen 1).
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Figure 5.21 Failure modefor specimen 3

SPECIMEN 4

This specimen was subjected to 500,000 cycles of fatigue loading at the

same load level as the previous test. With a cyclic frequency of 0.6lfz, the specimen was

tested for 10 days with continual dynamic loading and then tested statically to failure in

order to find the residual static strength.

Since test specimens 2 and 3 shared the same magnitude of residual

strength of 88kN-m, irrespective of the number of cycles, the predetermined number of

cycles for this joint specimen was between 250,000 and 1000,000 to complete the picture

of fatigue behaviour.
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The rotation at .t+kN-m \s number of c)'cles cun/e in Figure -5.12 shous

gradual increase in the rotation from 0.0l36radian to 0.0l78radian. (increase of 300,6 in

rotation at 44kN-m).

Figure 5.22 Rotation at 44kN-m vs number of cycles for specimen 4

As discussed earlier, this increase in rotation corresponds to a creep curve.

However, a plot of the difference in rotation, 40, vs number of cycles indicated an

overall decrease as the number of cycle was increased (Figure 5.23).
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Figure 5.24 Sttffness vs number of cycles for specimen 4
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Chapter 5 Restrlts and Discr-rssit'n

The points in the graph drd not t'orm a smooth line but did shorv an orerall

drop in difference in rotation, Â0, within a single load cycle. This result disagreed wrth

the previous tests where A0 was seen to increase. The instantaneous stiffness normalised

against Ki and plotted in Figure 5.24 showed a general increasing trend which was in

contrast to previous results.

There was no obvious reason for the increase in stifïness. The f-rnal static

secant stiffness was found to be 4372kN-m/rad tiom the results of the static test which

are shown in Figure 5.25. This stiffness was 360/o higher than that from the previous test.

Figure 5.25 Moment vs rotation atfailure loadingfor specimen 4

(static test to failure)
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point situated near the ratter centreline w'ith cornpressive strain lery sirnilar to the tensile

strain (see Figure 5.26).

Figure 5.26 Strain across rafter at N:206for specimen 4

With respect to the effect of fatigue loads, the strain profile shape did not

alter signihcantly between cycle numbers N:206 and N:483389, and only resulted in a

l07o increase in strain (see Figure 5.27). From Figure 5.27,P5¡ain was l5'4kN while

Mstrain was 30.7kN-m at the strain gauges location for an applied moment of 62'0kN-m'

Pstatics was 29.7kN and Ms1¿1¡cs was 50.7kN-m calculated from simple statics.

On the other hand, the strain profile for the column section exhibited a

very different pattern. It was never linear with the neutral axis shifting with increasing

load and cycles (see Figures 5.28 and5.29).
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Figure 5.27 Strain auoss rafter at N:483389 for specimen 4

Figure 5.28 Strain across column at N:206 for specimen I
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Chapter 5 lìesults ¡nd Discussit.n

When comparing the strain protìle shapes at N:106 w ith that at

N:483389 cycles, one can see that although the extreme strain magnitudes were similar

(only about lTo/o increase), the neutral axis had shifted from the tension side to

compression side as shown in Figure 5.29. This suggested inelastic behaviour in the

column and associated permanent deformations in this leg. Even during the fìnal static

test to failure, the neutral axis was shifting with load change, Integrating the strain

profìle gave P.1¡¿in of 30.7kN and Ms¡¿1¡ of 25.7kN-m as compared to P5¡¿¡iç5 of

24.3kN and M51¿1¡ç, of 33.5kN-m for an applied moment of 62kN-m.

Figure 5.29 Strain across column at N:483389 þr specimen 4

The ultimate load occwred at M : 85kN-m with a tension failure of the

plywood gusset plate section along the line between the LVL members (see Figure 5.30).

This failure mode was identical to that of specimen 2'
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Figure 5;30 Failure mode of specimen I

SPECIMEN 5

Specimen 5 was subjected to a simple static loading test to failure in order

to confirm the experimental moment capacity of the joint determined by the same test on

specimen l. The reason for conducting a second static test was that in assessing the

effect which fatigue loading has on the residual strength of this type of the joint, it was

important to know accurately what the initial st¿tic strength of each specimen was. Since

it was impossible to determine the initial static strength of a specimen before any cyclic

loading, this test was aimed at establishing a better estimate of the typical strength.

Furthermore, it gave an indication of whether the differences in residual static strength

for the fatigue specimens were significant given the innate variation in specimen material

properties..
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The rate of incrcase in rnoment \\'as less than that in rotation rihich indicated a sofÌening

joint as expected. This phenomenon was consistent with the previous static tests. The

secant stiffness of this joint was estimated to be 3446kN-m/rad tiom this data. This value

ageed rvith the static secant stiffnesses of specmens 2 and 3.

Figure 5.31 Moment vs rotationfor specimen 5

(static test to failure)

The strain profile was linear in both LVL legs with the neutral axis located

near the centreline (see Figures 5.32 and 5'33).
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Figure 5.32 Strain across rafterfor specimen 5

Pstrain was 13.3kN (tension) which was surprisingly low as compared to

Pstatics of 34.5kN for the rafter member at an applied moment of 72.lkN-m, while

Mstrain was 51.2kN-m and Ms1¿1ics was 58.9kN-m. With the s¿rme amplitude of load,

the column member was found to have 34.4kN (tension) of Ps1¡¿¡¡ and 28.3kN of

Pstatics while MsÍain was 32.9kN-m and Mstatics was 39.0lclt{-m.

Figure 5.33 Strain across columnfor specimen 5
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Chapter j Results and Discussion

As rvith each of the previous static tests to fàilure, this specimen was

loaded in 8.8kN-m increments until a fibre cracking sound was heard after the load level

reached 53kN-m. Eventually, the failure occurred at a comparatively low ultimate

moment capacity of 78kN-m (ultimate moment for specimen I was 9ókN-m). In the

paper presented by Hunt and Bryant (23), it was reported that some moment resisting test

specimens failed at embarrassingly low nominal timber stresses. These failures occuned

as a consequence of tension fractures (perpendicular to the grain) in the outer laminates'

In this expenment, a similar failure mode was observed in the gusset plate above the

contact line of the LVL membefs (see Figure 5.34) and the conesponding bending stress'

05,WâSabout3ó.6MPa(wherecr6:M/Z:78x106/(2x19x5802+6)'Thisultimatevalue

was about twice the basic working stress of the plywood plates (F'b: l7MPa)'
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Figure 5.34 Failure modefor specimen 5
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SPECT}IEN 6

Specimen 6 was tested with a static moment of 44kN-m and a cyclic

moment of t35kN-m rvhich gave a peak moment of 79kN-m. Early cyclic load

behaviour \,vas of special interest since it was thought that most of the decrease in

strengh occurred during the initial stages in the previous fatigue tests. The large

amptitude of toad rvas aimed at achieving a fatigue failure and thereby establishing the

endurance limit for the joint.

Joint rotation at M : 44kN-m is shown in Figure 5.35 as a function of the

number of load cycles. It can be seen that there was a sharp increase in e initially and a

more gradual increase thereafter.

Figure 5.35 Rotation at {hkN-m vs number of cycles for specimen 6
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'l
I

The scatter in the data in the earlv stages ol the test suggested there lnight

be some nail bearing relocation and initial timber hbre failure. However, from 3,000

cycles onwards, the joint was well behaved and the plot shows a gradual increase in joint

rotatron.

The plot of the difference in rotation, À0 (Figure 5.36) has an e!'en more

prominent initialjump during the hrst 500 cycles of loading. Likewise, the curve shows

a clear trend of increasing rotations with continued cycling.

Figure 5.36 Difference in rotation vs number of cycles for specimen 6

Since the moment change, AM, was constant for each load cycle, the joint

stiffness was seen to decrease (Figure 5.37) to a value of about 85o/o of the initial

stiffrtess, Ki, just prior to failure.
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Figure 5.37 Stffiess vs number of cyclesfor specimen 6

Interestingly, the rafter strain profile was seen to be nearly linear at all

load levels while the specimen was initially loaded before cycling was begun (Figure

5.38).

Figure 5.38 Strain across rafter at N: I0 for specimen 6
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Chapter 5 Results and l)isclts¡ir¡n

Flow'erer, as the number of cycles increased (N:i000, N:6182), the

extreme fibre strains increased by 19% and the strain profile became non-linear when

number of cycles, N, was 6182 (see tigure 5.39).

Figure 5.39 Strain ocross rafter at N:6182þr specimen 6

The strain profile of the rafter member gave surprisingly bad conelation

between Pstrain of -ó.5kN and P51¿1¡ç5 of 39.4kùl and M5¡¿¡n of 46.2kN-m and Mstatics

of 67.3kN-m at 81.9k1,I-m applied moment. These suggested unreliability of the strain

gauges during such large cyclic loading. Although the maximum tensile strain limit for

the strain gauges was l.2o/o (12000pe), the cyclic loading induced a maximum strain of

approximately 2500¡ra which could fail the gauage bonding or the strain gauges

themselves due to fatigue.
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Figure 5.10 Strain across column at N:10 for specimen 6

While the column strain profile was never as linear as the strain profile for

the rafter member (Figure 5.40), the profile become highly non-linear by cycle number

N:6182 (see Figure 5.41).

Figure 5.41 strain across column at N:6182 þr specimen 6
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Chapter 5 Results and Discussicrn

ln the comparison of the axial load (-26.0kN) and bending tnoment

(4l.9kN-m) from strain with the axial load (32.3kN) and bending moment (44.SkN-m)

from statics, the large difference in axial loads suggested that the strain gauge readings

were inaccurate

ln this test, significant gaps were observed bctween the LVL members and

the gusset plate. The loint survived ó200 cycles of the loading before it failed in

bending/tension across the rafter (see Figure 5'42)'

t ûa ,

Figure 5.42 Faiture mode of specimen 6
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SPECT}TEN 7

Specimen 7 was cyclied with a constant moment of 44kN-m plus a

dynamic moment of 26kN-m. Since specimen 6 failed during fatigue loading at N:

6200, by lorvering the cyclic load, it rvas expected that the endurance limit of this joint

rvould be larger.

As for all previous tests, a rapid initial increase in rotation was observed,

followed by a more gentle increase in rotation (Figure 5.43). After the first 10000 cycles,

the increase was nearly linear.

Figure 5.13 Rotation at 14kN-m vs number of cycles for specimen 7
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Figure 5.14 Dtfference in rotation vs number of cycles þr specimen 7

Figure 5.44 shows the initial scattering of the rotation, 40, before the

difference in rotation dropped to the lowest point of 0.0109 radian at N:l3000, then the

difference in rotation increased steadily. However, the stiffrress (Figure 5.45) also

exhibited initial cyclic behaviour though in general it decreased as a whole.

Figure 5.45 Stffiess vs number of cyclesfor specimen 7
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There \\as inconsistencv in S.G.5 reading (200mm fÌom the centreline at

N:157028 where highdr strain was recorded for lorver load level in the rafter section (see

Figure 5.46). This could be a malfunction of that particular strain gauge. By equating

pstrain and P51¿¡iç, of 34.9kN at a recorded applied moment of 70kN-m, the strain at

S.G.5 rvas calculated to be 1830¡re. The corresponding moment (from strain calculation)

was 45.3kN-m compared to the moment (from statics calculation) of 59 7kN-m. Apart

fìom that, the section was assumed to be a linear strain profrle.

Figure 5.46 Strain across rafter at N: I57028 for specimen 7

The strain profile in the column section was almost linear (see Figure

5.47). At an applied moment of 70.0kN-m, Pstrain and M5¡¿in were 20'5kN and

33.6kN-m while the corresponding Pstatics and Ms1¿1ics values were 28.6kN and

39,5kN-m.
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Figure 5.17 Stain across column at N:l57028 for specimen 7

Specimen 7 survived 180290 cycles and it failed by partial gusset plate

slippage and column fracture as shown in Figure 5.48'

Figure 5.48 Failure mode of specimen 7
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5.3 CO\IPARTSO\ OF 'TTIE RESI- LTS

Follorving the presentation of the experimental results for each specimen

in section 5.2, this section provides an overview of the results, and highlights some of the

key f,rndings. First, theoretical predictions are compared to experimental results. Results

from ,lifferent specimens are also compared in order to gain a better understanding of the

behaviour of the joint. This section is divided into two sub-sections for studying joint

performance, namely, static and dynamic loading. In the static load section, special

emphasis is placed on the residual strength, static strength, failure mode and the static

stiffness. Thus, only specimens 1 to 5 are discussed in this section. On the other hand,

the dynamic performance section pays special attention to the joint behaviour during

cyclic loading. The creep, stiffness, endurance and strain profîles are discussed for

specimens 2,3, 4, 6 &.7 . Key results are summarised in Table 5. 1.

reloading
due to metal
joint failure.
Mc:96kN-m

movement
between
LVL and
gusset,

bending of
the steel

angle at

anchorage.
Mc:88kN-m

tensron
along
gusset

linear at both column
and rafter and NA at the

cll, 30o/o more stain on

rafter, strain increase

was small

creeping, rotation
increase at 25kN was

steady after 100,000

rycles;
þtigue, linear
increasing;
(k/ki)d:-1,2r 10-Ó;

ks:3370kN-m/rad

2(250,000
cycles)

tension at

rafter
linear at colurm but not
rafter, 50%o more strain

on rafter

non-linear with momerit
increased at a lesser rate

than 0;
ks:249lkN-m/rad

l(static)

REMARKSFAILURE
MODE

STRAINROTATIONSPECIMEN
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as above.
Mc:7lkN-m

tensron
along
column and

nail slip

rafter: linear 257o more
than column;
column: linear

creep'. mean increased
cyclically at the initial
12 cycles, then the
increase was linear;

fa t i gue : cyclic behaviour
before it dropped to the
lowest point of 0.Olrad
at N=13000, then
increase steadilv:
¡1çç¡¡¿=-g.5r 1[-7

7(r8o290
cycles)

bigger gaps

were seen

between
LVL and
gusset.
Mc:80kN-m

tensron
along rafter

rafter: linear initially,
nonlinear and l9o/o

inc¡ease when

approaching faih¡re;

2Ùo/omore than coh¡mn
column: linear initially,
nonlinear and 35o/o

increase on the

compression side at

N:6182.

creep: initial jump at

N:250, gradual increase

after N:3000;
fatigue: initial jump
within 500 cycles, and

then drop back to initial
value before a steady

increase after N=2000;
(1c&i)d=-2.7 I r I 0-5after
N:2000

6(6 l 82

cycles)

cracking
sound hea¡d
after 53kN-
m.
Mc:78kN-m

tenslon
along
gusset

rafter: linear, N.A. at

cll, more stain on
compression side; 600/o

more than column;
column: linear, N.A. at

cn, more sFain on
tension side.

non-linea¡ with moment
increased at a lesser rate

than 0;
ks=3446kN-m/rad

5(static)

as above.
Vlc:85kN-rn

tenslon
along
gusset

rafter: linear, N.A. at c/1,

l5o/o more on

compression side, 15%
more than column;
column: nonhnear,
N.A. changing, 36%
more sfrain on tension
side;
süain increase was small

I

creeping'. a gradual
increase (30%);

.Íul ¡gue: scattered points

but decrease overall!
(k¡d)d:+1.4 4*10'7:
ks:4372kN-m/rad

{(500.000
c;-cles)

as abol'e.
Mc=88kN-m

tenslon
rafter

atlinear upto 1000,000. 50

7o more strain on rafter;
strain increase was

small;
non-linea¡ (inelastic)

after 1000,000 at both

c'reeping, initial jurnp

then continuous stepwise
increase;

Jàtigue, steadilY

increasing with initial
drop;
(k/ki)d=-1.2*10-/:
ks:3207kN-m/rad

3( r000,000
cycles)

STR.\IN F.\I LL RE
}IODE

RT-}I.\Iì.KSSPEC I}I E\ ROT.\ tIO\

Chapter i Iìesults rncl Disct¡ssit'n

(kr: static stiffness A (Uk¡)A: slope ofthe dynomic normalized s tffiess curv e)

Table 5.1 Keyfeatures of the experimental results
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5.J.1 Staticperformance

As shown in Table 5.1, three specimens failed across the rafter section

near the gusset; three others failed across the gusset plate, and one failed across the

column section together with nail slip. This was different from the predictions by

Lhuede's method (see section 2.2.3). The trd ratio (the relationship of plate thickness and

nail dimension) fbr the test joints was 6.6 which favoured nail yielding mode in the case

of single nail joint. Lowe (32) commented that in most of the moment resisting joints

designed and tested by Batchelar, the ultimate limit state of the joint was by some type of

joint failure, such as tearing of the plywood side plate. This was partly consistent with

the results presented here. Even though specimens I and 5 were built and tested

identically, different failure locations were observed. Thus the failure mode and location

rvere not consistently predictable. However, the plywood gusset plates were theoretically

the weakest part of the joint (see section 3.5.4).

Tension fracture perpendicular to the grain of the outer laminates was

found in all specimens, The location of the rafter LVL failure was found across the

location where the strain gauges were mounted, i.e., around 200mm from the plywood

gusset edge. This was the location of high bending stress without the strengthening effect

of the plywood gusset plate. The basic working load of the LW member was 42.84kN

since the basic working shear stress of LVL was 1.7MPa. Therefore, it was not surprising

to have failure at rafter section in specimen I and 3 where the experimental loads at that

location (calculated by statics from Figure 3.6) were 54.5kl[ and 50kN respectively. On

the other hand , the location of failure in the gusset plate was across the contact line of

the LVL sections and this was the shortest distance across the plywood plate. Amongst

the tests with final static loading to failure, all specimens that failed across the plywood

gusset due to tension fracture contributed to the lowest ultimate moment (specimens 2, 4
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and -5) This could be erplained b1 the fàct that the plvrv'ood rv'as the weaker link in the

joint design than the nail group and that the quality of the plywood is less consistent.

This rvould draw attention to the significance in selecting high quality material in the

regions of high stress, e.g. across the plywood and the LW rafter.

One thing that rvas common to all specimen testing rvas the cracking

sound preceding the fìnat failure which gave waming as to when the specimen would

fail. A review by Hunt and Bryant (22) of nail plate moment resisting joint tests at

Auckland University showed that a significant number of joints failed as a result of

brittle tension fracture of the outer timber laminates. In those tests, fracture

perpendicular to the grain of the outer laminate was usually close to the edge of the joint

plate and often through nail holes in clear grain laminates in most cases. Moreover,

tension tests on a single lamination containing loaded nails showed that brittle,

perpendicular to the grain, tension fracture could occur at stresses close to permissible

design levels. The ultimate bending stresses for the flrrst five specimens were 57.lMPa,

4l,3MPa, 52.4lvPa,39.9MPa and 36.6MPa. These stresses were at least twice the

working bending stresses of the plywood and LVL (17MPa &l6MPa respectively). The

results of this project were similar to the above descriptions, especially the brittle

behaviour at the failure, though the ultimate stresses were higher. Apart from the

cracking sound heard before the failure, there was not much indication as to when the

specimens would fail.
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Figure 5.19 Residual strengthvs number of cycles

The working moment of the nail group was 38.8kN-m while it was

25.6k1.1-m for the LVL member and 32.62kN-m for the plywood gusset plate (see Chapter

3). This showed that the failure of the nail group was the least likely mode of failure for

the joint. This theoretical prediction was supported by the fact that every test specimen

failed across either the plywood plate or the LVL. When comparing the experimental

results to the calculated ultimate moment capacity of the nail gloup, the theoretical value

was about one third that of the tested specimens. Thus the design was considered

conservative and there was room for improvement in designing the joint (see Chapter 6).

The test results indicated that the fatigue loads do not cause a significant

decrease in the residual strength of these joints as shown in Figure 5.49. This is most

likely because the nail gfoups do not control the static strength. For specimens 2, 3 and

4, where the same fatigue loading was applied for 250,000 to 1,000,000 cycles, the

ultimate moment was similar in magnitude, varying from 85kN-m to 88kN-m.
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ivloreover, specirnen 3 sunived orer one million cycles, rvhich \\'as the maxitnurn f'or

fàtigue test on this type of joint, coincidentally sharing the same ultimate moment with

specimen 2 which had survived 250,000 cycles. This suggested that the ultimate static

strengh of the joint depends not on the loading duration but on the material strength.

Furthermore, rvork by Stevens (52) has shown that in the full-scale joint in the timber

portal frame there was an added factor of safety due to the stiffening effect of the

cladding and bracing. Since the actual moment on the joint in the real portal lrame

differs theoretically from moments applied to the specimen by a factor of 4 due to scale

effects (see section 3.4.1), the conesponding moment applied to the specimen would be

higher than that experienced by the actual portal frame joint. Thus this joint type was

expected to perform well and have minimal strength loss due to fatigue loading in the

actual portal frame joints. All the specimens failed by tension fracture of the timber

material, and the fatigue effect was not prominent in this research. On the contrary, the

quality of the timber material influenced ultimate performance.

In specimens I and 5 where the joints were tested statically, the results

gave two extreme ultimate static strengths of 96kN-m and 78kN-m and the residual

strengths of the fatigue tests that failed by static loading fell in between the results of

those two static tests. In addition, there was a lTkN-m difference between the two pure

static tests. This illustrated that influence of the material variability, and of plywood in

particular, since the specimens which had the lowest moment capacity experienced

gusset fiai¡¡re. ln assessing the effect that fatigue loading had on the residual strength of

these types of joint, it was important to know accurately the initial static strength of each

specimen. Ideally a large number of test specimens are needed in order to provide results

from which reliable mean values can be drawn. In the research carried out by Hunt &

Bryant, the paper described experimental tests on more than 5000 single nailed joints'

However, because of the limited time and resources, only 7 specimens were tested and
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rhis research rnust be considered as a prellrninary stud)'on the tàtigue behaviour of the

Jolnt.

Apart lrom the material, there might be other reasons for this

inconsistency in the results of the two pure static tests. Boult (10) commented in his

experiment that earlier tests performed better, with regards to the timber fàilure stress,

rvhich could be attributed to a greater conservatism at the time orving to the unknorvn

factors associated with such joints. There might have been greater care in handling of the

joints and data recording in the earlier specimens, Specimens were assumed to have

nominal dimensions. However, quantitative terms always vary and thus give different

results. The measurements might vary between different pieces of material e.g. some

plywood plates have 20mm thickness and some 2lmm; LVL members have varying cross

section along their length; variability of material is always a disadvantage to timber even

with the modern advanced processing of the material. Inconsistency could be found in

other qualitative variables such as workmanship, testing conditions etc. Careful

handling, fabrication and testing were ensured in order to give a high standard of

workmanship quality control. After all seven joints were made, they were stored in a

fashion that would give minimum initial stress to the specimens. Since the time required

for the fabrication and testing of the joints spanned almost six months, and each test

specimen typically took at least one week to manufacture, there were inevitably changes

in the temperature and the moisture content of the timber. Although the laboratory has

very good insulation by thick concrete walls and floor slab, there were still some

noticeable temp€rature changes within a day. Therefore, extra caution \ryas taken when

interpreting the test data for changes due to testing conditions. Hansen et al (19)

commented that the use of nail plates gave rise to special problems due to severe

shrinkage cracks in the truss specimens which was due to difference in the moisture

content at the time of assembly and testing. Furthermore, the loading rate was also a
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factor that could alter the strength detenntnation of the joints As the rate of loading iias

increased, the stiffness in turn would increase and so would the ultimate strength. In this

research, the loading rate of the cyclic component was different, O.óHz for specimen 2 to

4,0.3H2 for specimen 6 and 0.45 Hz for specimen 7 (see sections 4.2 &' 4.4). Manual

control of static loading was adopted for all the static tests for it was difficult to make the

loading rate identical. This could well introduce some undesirable inconsistencies in the

expenment.

From the results, similar static stiffrress was found before and after

dynamic loading for specimens 2 and 3. This hnding implied that the static stiffness

seemed to be unaffected by cyclic loading. Moreover, this static stiffness varied from

specimen 1 to specimen 5 without any obvious trend in regard to number of cycles and so

this value was considered to be more dependent on the individual joint perforrnance.

Figure 5.50 Moment vs rotationþr all specimens
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For the con\,entional static tests (spectmens l, 5 and the tjnaI statrc

loading in the case of fatigue tests of specimens 2, 3 and 4), Figure 5.50 shows the

relationship between the applied moment and joint rotation . As can be seen in this

figure, the moment rotation characteristics of the joint are similar to those reported by

Batchetar(7) (see Figure 5.50), There is little conelation between the number of cycles

endured and the loss of static joint stiffness. tn addition , an estimate of the static joint

stiftness lvas given by the secant to the curves in Figure 5.50 between the origin and the

last data point, and such static stiffness ks was stated in Table 5.1. This value ranges

from 249lkN-m/rad in specimen I to 4372kN-m/rad in specimen 4. The two static tests

gave the lowest stiffness of ks:2491kN-m/rad and 3446kN-m/rad. The low stiffness

values could be due to the fact that the specimens were tested for a bigger load range or

that fatigue loading would increase the stiffness in the fînal static test. However, the

experiment did not show higher stiffness with more cycles. On the other hand, for the

specimens that have undergone fatigue loading before the static test, they shared very

similar stiffness curves and the static stiffness were ranging from 3035kN-m/rad to

4372kN-m/rad. Hansen and Mortensen (19) found in their experiment that static load

applied after the fatigue test showed an increased stifiness in two series of the portal

frame tests. Polensek (46) (see section 2.3) in his simple nailed joint experiment

explained that in tight joints, damping decreased as load increased for all cyclic

magnitudes because partial gaps formed in contact interlayer as increasing shear load

loosened and pulled out the nail. The reduction of joint tightness decreased interlayer

friction and damping. Joints wrth gaps behaved differently; their damping changed little

or even increased under increased load. The explanation is in the partial disappearance

of the gap as the original size and shape of the gap changed under increasing loads;

disconnected components came into partial contact, thus increasing interlayer friction

and damping. This argument could be used to explain the increased stiffness after the

fatigue loading in this research where gaps might have been present. This was because in
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the joints \vith gaps, the interlat'er firction r',as enhanced atier the clclic loading. Thus

the stiffness was increased but the ultimate strength was lowered due to damage done to

the timber during the fàtigue loading.

5.3.2 Fatigue performance

When the endurance of the joint was considered, specimen 3 endured

over one million cycles with 44kN-m llókN-m loading and specimens 6 and 7 for 6200

cycles and 180290 cycles respectively for loads that approached ultimate static strength

(see Figure 5.51).

Figure 5.51 Endurance limit at different loading magnitude

Figure 5.51 shows the endurance limit of the joint, where specimen 6 was

loaded wrth cyclic loading of t35kN-m which failed after 6200 cycles and specimen 7
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\\as loaded with +l6kN-rn \\hich endured 180190 c)cles. However, specirnen 2.3 & +

were loaded with dynamic component of +l6kN-m which were never failed during the

fatigue loading and so would actually fall below the so-called endurance limit curve.

Specimen 3 sunived 1 million cycles before the static test to failure. This figure

suggested that higher cyclic loads could lower the endurance limit as expected. In

addition, the cun,e, rvith log scale on the x axis, showed a near linear relationship

Plots of rotation vs number of cycles for each fatigue specimen were

shown in section 5.2 where 44kN-m was the average joint moment applied during the

cyclic loading. The plots described the behaviour of the joint in terms of rotation under

continual applied load of unchanged magnitude and could also be used to assess the

creep effect on the specimens. Although creep was observed in all cases, the shapes of

the rotation vs number of cycles curves and amount of rotation increase varied.

Moreover, the rotations at I cycle were different and ranged from 0.013rad (0.76") to

0.018rad (1.05'). Nonetheless, they all exhibited an initial jump at the early cycles. This

initial jump was 3.5x10-3rad (0.2")for specimens 2 and 6 and 1.7x10-3rad (0.Io)for

specimens 3 and 7. In addition, there was no particular trend to when the jump occurred.

In specimen 2, the jump was found in the first thousand cycles and specimen 6 has a

shorter period of three hundred cycles for the jump. In specimen 7, continuous data

logging was employed and close monitoring of the initial behaviour of the joint was

made. There was a scattering of points on the plot during the first 12 cycles. Therefore,

it is believed that the behaviour of the initial joint rotation was unpredictable but a

general, rapid increase was likely. This behaviour could be explained by the fact that it

might take certain number of cycles before all the nails were in load carrying mode.

Afterwards, the increase in joint rotation would carry on with a lesser rate. Creep plots

are usually smooth curves with decreasing rates of displacement with time and the rate

depends on environmental factors and the stress levels. It is common in timber and in
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this experiment, creep is a material characteristic. For all the tests, r\pical srnooth cunes

were obtained after the initialjump The total creep were 4xt0-3 rad (0.23") to 7xl0-3

(0.4") for specimens 2 to 4 while for bigger cyclic loading, the creep were 0.0l3rad

(0.75") for specimen 6 and 8.9x10-3 rad (0.51'). The large dynamic loading component

enhanced the creep effect for those specimens.

The difference in rotational displacement between the highest and lorvest

loads within a complete cycle gave the instantaneous rotational difference. These values

were plotted against the number of cycles to give an indication of the fatigue behaviour

during the cyclic loading. The plots were shown in section 5.2. There were very close

rotational difference at 0 cycle of 5.8x10-3 rad (0.33) to 6.3x10-3 rad (0,36') for

specimens of +/- l6kN-m cyclic load while 18.2x10-3 rad (1.04") and 11.3x10-3 rad

(0.65) for specimen 6 and specimen 7 respectively. However, the initial behaviour of

the specimens was not so clear. Tests 3 and 7 have an initial drop of rotational

difference, and this could be due to the fact that as the load increased, gaps between the

LVL members disappeared and thus frictional forces limited the extent of rotation. On

the other hand, results of specimens 4 and 6 gave scattered points in the early part of the

curves. This scattering could be due to the complex interaction between the nails,

plywood and the LVL members. There were overall increases in rotational difference in

all specimens except test 4, No apparent reason was able to explain this exceptional case

except that there were probably some erors. All the increase in rotational differences

were small and specimen 6 had the largest increase of 3xl0-3 rad (0' 17").
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Figure 5.52 Stffi¿ss vs number of cycles for all specimens

Figure 5.52 shows the stiffness plot for all specimens with the stiffiress

normalised by the initial stiffness to give a dimensionless parameter. Care should be

taken to interpret the results since the initial stiffness might not be totally reliable due to

the reasons explained earlier in this section. The stiffness term was calculated by

dividing the change in moment by rotational difference. All the curves showed overall

steady decrease except specimen 4. In tests 2, 3 and 4, although the applied loading was

identical , the stiffness plots were quite different in shape and slope. Specimens 2,3 and

4 shared similar initial stiffness (ranged from 5519 to 4965kN-m/rad) while at higher

cyclic loads, the initial stiffnesses were 3892kN-mirad (specimen 6) and 4759kòt-m/rad

(specimen 7). In Table 5.1, the approximate slopes of these normalised curves were

calculated as (lc/ki)6, the values for tests 2,3 and 4 were -1.2x10-6, -1.2x10-7 and

+1.44x10-7 respectively. These results showed that there was no particular trend for the

stiffness of this type of joint but material variability and complex interaction within the

joint would dominate the stiffness behaviour of a particular joint. For the last two tests
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I

\\here the cr,clic loading \\as increased. the slope of nonnalised stlffhess cur\e \\as -

2.71x10'5 for specimen 6 and -8.5x10-7 for specimen 7. We could conclude from this

stitïness plot that for joint under higher magnitude of dynamic loading, there would be a

faster depreciation of stiffness as expected. Moreover, there rvas no conelation between

the moment capacitv of the joint and its stiffness, therefore a stiffer joint was not

necessarily a stronger joint.

Figure 5.53 Moment vs rotation at initial cycles

Because of the rapid increase in joint rotation observed in the previous

tests, it was decided to study the moment-rotation relationship for all specimens during

the early stage of loading as seen in Figure 5.53, Each curve shows a half load cycle.

Tests 2 to 4 had the same loading pattern and the respective curves exhibited similar

behaviour. For specimen 7 where the cycle load was ranged from lSkN-m to TlkN-m

within a cycle, the slope resembled that for the previous curves but the curve was shifted

to the right of the previous ones. This conesponded to more rotation for the same
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applied moment. This *as e\en rÌrore obvious t'or specimen 6 rvhere the maxtlnutn

applied moment was 79kN-m. Not only was the range of the curve lengthened, but lt was

also pushed even further to the right of the other curves. Even for the same applied

moment, the rotation was larger than for the other loading cycles. Moreover, the curve

for specimen 6 seemed to have a smaller slope, implying a less stiff joint. For the large

cyclic loads applied to specimens 6 and 7, it was logical to expect more damage to the

joint, i.e. more joint slip, nail loosening, rvood crushing and LVL bending even afìer just

a few cycles. All of these factors would contribute to more joint rotation and less load

resrstance.

Figure 5.54 Moment vs rotation at certain number of cycles

The above described situation became even prominent after a number of

cycles (Figure 5.54). The number of cycles chosen for comparison was as close as

possible to 6200 at which specimen 6 failed due to fatigue (Since readings were taken at

certain time intervals, the number of cycles chosen for comparison were not exactly
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6100). Again, the cunes l'or specimens 2,3 and -l w'ere nearly identical to each other

and the specimens having higher cyclic loading were positioned to the right of these

curves. All the curves shifted to the right meant that the specimens rotated more for the

same load level. This phenomenon was most evident in specimen 6 where the rotation

after 6200 cycles was about 600/olarger than the initial rotation. In addition, the stiffness

of specimen 6 at 6200 cycles was approximatelv I l% lower than the initial joint

stiffness. Therefore, it was seen that this type of timber joint is more susceptible to

higher cyclic load producing less resistance to rotation and lower stiffness.

From the instrumentation, ram displacement and joint rotation were

recorded. There were several factors contributing to the ram displacement, one is the

joint rotation and the other is the bending and length change in the LVL limbs and any

flexure in the metal angles in both of the anchorages. All these could give extra ram

displacement. Assuming that all the ram displacement was due to joint rotation, the

rotation (0) can be calculated as a function of ram displacement (D) utilising the cosine

rule (see Figure 5.55).

of Gotarnt,

{5.{¡

l0l.É'r 0

of ttfltrJ

o

Figure 5.55 Diagramfor calculating rotation as afunction of ram displacement
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i230r + 2+80r - l(il30)(l+80)cos(101 5" - 0): (4147 2 -_ O¡:

e : (0.033) D

(D in mm and e is in degree)

This relationship is given as 0 : (0.0005762) D where D is the ram

displacement in mm and 0 is the joint rotation in radian. Theoretically, rotation was

linearly related to ram displacement with a scaling factor of 0.0005762. This value is

compared to the relationship between rotation and ram displacement calculated during

each test and a typical curve for specimen I is shown in Figure 5.56.

Figure 5.56 Rotation vs ram displacement for specimen I
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Specimen I

Specimen 2

Specimen 3

Specimen 4

Specimen 5

Specimen 6

Specimen 7

0:0 000419 D

0 :0 000349 D

e :0.000402 D

0 : 0.00031,4 D

0:0,000332 D

e :0.000349 D

e :0.000297 D

tn mmacementwhere 0 ¡s the oint rotation in radian and D is the ram
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The e uations t-or each of the se\en imens are as fbllow

Figure 5.57 Rotation vs ram displacement for all specimens

Figure 5.57 shows the theoretical relationship between rotation and ram

displacement together with the results for all specimens. The proportion of ram

displacement due to true joint rotation in the tests was from 5l%o to 72o/o of the
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theoretical preiliction. The average slope t'or all the specirnens \1as 0 000i18 rihich r"as

60.4% of the theoretical value of 0.0005762. Therefore, we could conclude that

approximately 60.40/o of the ram displacement was caused by pure joint rotation and the

remaining 39.60,'o of ram displacement went to bending, axial deformation of LVL and

other loses.

The strain of LVL members was influenced by the alignment of the joint,

thus special care was taken to ensure the leveling of the specimen in order to prevent any

torsion stress. There was a general trend for strain profile across the LVL members, the

strain on the rafter was always higher than the strain profile on the column by 15% to

60%. ft was because of the longer length of the rafter that created higher moment at that

rafter section. This higher moment in tum induced bending to cause more strain

experienced by the rafter section. Hunt and Bryant (23) studied the stresses in the region

ofthis type ofjoint and they observed that the highest fibre stresses occurred next to the

gusset plate where the strain gauges were mounted in this study. This result was borne

out here where three of the specimens failed at that location. Figure 3.6 shows that the

axial load and bending moment at the strain gauges locations for both column and rafter

members derived from statics. For the column member, the axial load was 0.633P and

bending moment was 0.72lPx while for the rafter member, the axial load was 0.845P and

bending moment was 1.766P-0,53óPx (P was the applied ram load & x was the distance

along the L\|| member), Strain profiles for each specimen were integtated to calculate

the axial load and bending moment. In Table 5.2,the calculated values are listed where

P(strain) and M(strain) denote axial load and bending moment calculated from strain

profiles and P(statics) and M(statics) denote axial load and bending moment calculated

from statics.
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+ denotes linear strain profile
+ denotes rectiñed strain profile

Table 5.2 Axiat load and bending moment derivedfrom strain profiles
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Cornpa¡son between the axial loads and bending tnoments by' the rwo

different methods rvere made in the previous section. Generally the two sets of values

did not agfee too well especially in specimen 6 where compressive (negative) axial loads

rvere found. The high applied load in specimen ó might have prevented the proper

functioning of the strain gauges. [t was interesting to note that for all linear strain

prot-rles across the rafter sections (specirnens 2,4 &.6), comparatively small P(strain)'s

rvere found which linked to gusset tàilure eventually. In the case of linear strain prof,rle

in the rafter section, a relatively higher proportion of the applied ram load was

transferred to the gusset instead of the rafter members which induced failure at the gusset

plate.

From the strain profile diagrams in section 5.2, when the strain gauge

readings at the edge were compared at different number of cycles, we noticed that the

strain increase due to cyclic loading was small. As described before in section 5.2, not

all the strain profiles were nearly linear. In fact, there were three cases (test specimens 1,

3 e, q where the strain profiles were highly nonlinear in the rafter after a large number

of cycles (approaching the final number of cycles). This inelastic strain behaviour of the

rafter section was in close agteement with the strain profrle reported by Batchelar (7) for

earthquake loading. The non-linear strain profile could be caused by yielding of the

timber fibre and excess LVL bending and axial load contributed to inelastic behaviour.

On the other hand, this could be due to local fibre cracks in the LVL section where

yielding occr¡rred and gave this inelastic behaviour. Gusset plate stiffening could also

affect strain distribution which could cause failure in the rafter member instead of the

plywood. Moreover, all the specimens that had non-linear strain profiles failed by

tension fracture of the rafter at the section where the strain gauges were mounted. The

non-linear strain profile resembled the elastic distnbution of strain across a section of a
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cieep beam in rr,hich the strain distribution is tàr tiom linear and that the maxlmuln

compresslon straln occurs some distance from the edge.

In test 2, 4 &. 5 where the specimens failed by tension fracture of the

pl_vrvood gusset, the strain profiles were either both linear or at worst, only non-linear

across the column section. The strain profile was also seen to be linear in specimen 7

rvhere the joint lvas failed by nail slip and tension fracture across the column.

An attempt was made to understand the behaviour of the LVL members

under strain as the number of loading cycles increased. Data for strain gauge 1 ( 195mm

from the centre line of the rafter) at 44kN-m is shown in Figure 5.58 for all specimens

that have undergone cyclic loading.

Figure 5.58 Strain vs number of cycles þr all specimens
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All tests had steep initial slope and then gentle slope afier a certaln polnt

except specimen 6. This implied that the LVL section rvas sensitive to applied moment

in the early loading stage and this behaviour resembles creep behaviour for constant

loaded joints. Holever, there was a large scatter of strain data in the early stage of

loading; the initial strains ranged from -1l00pe to -l420pe even though tests 2,3 and 4

had an identical toading pattern and magnitude. This implied scafier of Young's Modulus

(material inconsistency) or just local strain effect. In addition, tests 6 and 7 clearly had a

generally higher strain amplitude and the slope of the strain curves were steeper (see

Figure 5.59). Nonetheless, tests 3 and 4 produced similar strain curves which were

expected while test 2 had 20o/ohigher strain. The performance of specimen 2 may be due

to a previous loading which was caused by a metal base connections failure during static

loading. This preloading may have induced some minor cracks in the timber fÏbre.

When restarting the second test, damage may have been caused to the specimen.

Furthermore, this strain data relied very much on the local fibre behaviour during the

tests.
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Figure 5.59 Strain vs number of cycles þr specimens 6 & 7
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Figure 5 -59 iltustrated the behavlour of the specimens 6 and 7 rvhere the

peak cyclic loading approached the ultimate strength. When the cyclic magnitude was

669lo þigþs¡ than the previous loading, the strain curve still shared similar shape and slope

and the specimen fàiled by nail slip and column tension fracture. In contrast, specimen 6

gave almost a straight strain curve indicating that strain increased steadily until failure.

This rvas caused by the high cyclic loading amplitude of +35kN-m rvhich probably

induced more prominent f,rbre cracking and the specimen eventually failed along the

rafter section. The strain vs number of cycles plots once again showed the material

variability (Young's Modulus) since the difference in the plots were obvious under

identical situation.
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CONICLLiSION

6.1 SUMMARY AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In this study of the fatigue behaviour of timber moment resisttnglotnts, no

drastic change was observed in the joint properties of: residual strength, stiffness and

strain across the L\|¡ members under the influence of long period of cyclic loading of

magnitude of 44 +16 kN-m. Up to one million continuous cycles were applied to one test

specimen. Based on the results of this experiment, a conservative conclusion for this

type of moment resisting timber joint is that the joint could be expected to behave very

well under fatigue loading due to wind'

From this investigation, the failure of three specimens was by

bending/tension fracture along the LVL rafter section near the location of the strain

gauges. Another three failed by tension fracture across the gusset plywood plate along the

contact line of the LVL members, and the last specimen by the joint slip and column

fracture. Material failure rather than nail failure was the dominating factor in this

research in both static and dynamic tests. It could be explained by the fact that material
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strength (especially plywood gussets) was the weaker link and the nail group was the

strongest part of the joint design. It was concluded that the residual moment capacities

were dependent on the residual timber strength rather than on the nail groups for this type

ofjoint.

Testing specimen 5 for pure static loading was intended to confirm the

static strength of the joint. Nevertheless, before this second static loading test, the results

(specimens I to 4) suggested that a reasonable estimation of the reduction of strength

which could be expected in a joint subject to fatigue loading was about l0o/o of the initial

strength. The residual strength after cyclic loading of +16 kN-m ranged from 85 kN-m to

88 kN-m (122% &. l35oÁ of the theoretical ultimate strength by thin walled analogy in

Table 3.2). However, test 5 gave a surprisingly low static strength of 79 lÒ{-m (82% of

the static strength of test 1); this value was even lower than the residual strength of each

of the previous test specimens. Since the residual strength of identical specimens after

enduring a set number of fatigue cycles should have a lower residual static strength, the

results strongly pointed to the fact that timber material variability plays an important role

in ultimate strength. Moreover, gusset plate failure was associated with the lowest

observed ultimate moment capacities in specimens 2, 3 and 5 even though this type of

plywood gusset plate survived a static moment of 96 kN-m in specimen I and failed at 79

kN-m in specimen 5. This further supports the suggestion that strength variation of

timber, especially plywood, controls the joint performance.

The number of cycles endured by the joint seemed not to be a key factor in

determining the residual strength which was evident from the results in specimens 2, 3 and

4 where the specimens cycled for ll4 million and I million cycles shared the same residual

strength and it was lower in the case of l/2 million cycles. However, three results are

not statistically sufficient to draw a firm conclusion on the relation between
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nurnber of ctcles ancl residual strenglh. Ho*'ev'er, it was stronglv suspected that anl loss

in residual strength occuned in the early stages of dynamic loading \,vas most likely due

to creep. This was supported by the fact that most of the stiffness drop was observed

during the initial cycles with changes afterwards being more gtadual.

Creep effect is an important consideration in the design of timber

structures, because timber is more susceptible to creep effects than other materials such

as concrete or steel. Moreover, timber is more responsive to environmental changes, and

so strict manufacturing and handling standards are necessary. In this research, where

time was an important consideration in this long term cyclic loading, specimens were

exposed to different environmental changes. There was a gradual increase in rotation at

the same applied moment level (44kN-m) of each cycle in all tests. In addition' this

increase was non-uniform. Most of the increase in rotation was found in early cycles of

the test before a more steady and slower increase was observed' This suggested a

response of typical timber creep where there was permanent bending induced in the LVL

members and also some minor joint slip. The unpredictable initial behaviour was

investigated in specimens 6 and 7. Nonetheless, there was no particular trend of joint

performance in the initial cyclic loading. Precambering members in actual timber portal

frames is often employed to counter this effect.

No conclusive trend for changes in stiffness for the initial few thousand

cycles was found even with close monitoring in tests 6 and 7. The overall stiffness

decreased in all specimens (except specimen 4) which demonstrated the fatigue effect of

the dynamic load on the joint though the decrease was small (the reduction in joint

stiffness was about 5o/o for specimen 3). It was noted that the difference in stiffrress from

specimen to specimen was gleater than the change in stiffness for any specimen' There

were slightly steeper stifiness plots for specimens with higher cyclic loading amplitude'
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lt rias Èxpected that the t'atigue efl'ect rvould be tnagnifìed by higher cyclic load.

Horvever, the slope of the stitïness plots (Figure 5.52) for specimens 2,3 and 4, though

sharing identical loading pattern, were qulte different and pointed to the fact that material

variability again contributed to this uncertainty.

The strain profrle across the LVL members in tbur specimens (?,4,5 &.7)

r.vas linear as expected from the applied axial and bending stress along the members. In

addition, more strain was expected across the rafter section since it has a higher constant

axial stress due to the angle of the applied load and a higher bending stress at the location

nearer to the meeting point of the centrelines of the limbs. Three out of four of these

specimens failed along the gusset by tension fracture. On the other hand, the rest of the

specimens that gave non-linear strain profiles across the rafter section and failed across

the rafter members.

6,2 RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE \ryORK

It is recognised that this project is limited in scope, and that it is perhaps

inappropriate to make too many conclusive statements regarding the behaviour of this

type of joint under cyclic loading. However, based on the results, it is suggested that

working süess levels of cyclic fatigue loading does not appear to result in massive

reductiorrs in residual strength and stiffness of large multi-nail plywood gusseted joints

where the timber strength, and not the nail gfoups strength, is the limiting factor for the

joint. Moreover, these conclusions are thought to be relevant to any other similar multi-

nail plywood gusseted joint, whether in timber portal frames or in other types of

structures. Notably this type of pure timber nailed moment resisting joint behaved

exceptionally well under cyclic loading. Should further testing confirm these
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conclusions, this tvpe of joint could be expected to pertbrm satisfàctorllt- under vt'ry

large wind and earthquake load. Moreover, future portal fiame structures could be

designed according to the existing design practice without any special fatigue provision.

This fype of joint is expected to perform satisfactorily in areas where dynamic loading is

common, e.g. in timber bridges.

As explained in the previous section, variability in the results of identical

tests and unexpected outcomes among the specimens make it difficult to draw definite

conclusions about the experiment and the true performance of the joint. This was

especially evident in the conventional static tests where the moment capacity of the joint

wais found before any previous loading was applied. The static test was vital to set a

basis for comparison with the fatigue test results. However, the two static tests resulted

in two extreme values. Without one of the two data, entirely different conclusions could

be drawn. Therefore, future tests on these type of moment resisting joints, each

specimen type should be repeated with a suffrcient number of tests at each load level to

establish a statistical bound for the results. In simple timber joint

experiments(2lX22X39X5l), where requirements of resources and time for a specimen

were much less, hundreds or even thousands of tests were performed to cater for the

material variability characteristic of timber. From a larger population sample, more

statistically sigruficant results can be obtained. Moreover, in respect of the complexity of

the moment resisting joints as compared with the simple nailed joints, it is highly

recommended to repeat tests several times to confirm the reliability of the results,

although much time and effort would have to be spent on each specimen.

The static tests for the first five specimens failed by tension fractu¡e

across either the plywood gusset plate or the LVL rafter member. This confirmed the

results of theoretical calculations that the nail group was not the weakest part of the joint'
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The rheoretical calculations, according to AS 1720(2), gave the w'orking moment

capacity of nail group to be 39 kN-m while the LVL members and plywood gusset had

working moment capacities of 26 kN-m and 33 kN-m, respectively. On the basis that the

rvhole joint is only as strong as its weakest component, it would seem logical to design

the joint with nail group strength which is as strong as the timber material. Thus the nails

and the sunounding timber are stressed at the same level, and the fatigue loading could

then have more noticeable effects. This would be in slight contrast to the joint designed

in this experiment and that of Boult's(10). He suggested that by concentrating on the

ultimate timber strength and stiffness as the only design criteria, coupled with the use of

permissible nail values, the number of nails per joint tended to be high. In addition, a

lower nailing density, within the requirement of strength and stiffness, would improve

ductility and seismic performance. In a more recent investigation in Japan(27), the

cunent permissible nail load assigned in the timber design code is thought too

conservative for use in the design of timber moment resisting joints. This conservatism

leads to an excessive use of nails which also invites a high initial stiffness but less

ductility at the final stage. For future research, it is recommended to use a nail pattern

design that is less conservative than the one in this project which was adopted from an

existing timber portal frame structure. In this way, the jointing system could be

investigated on its efÏîciency and improvements in joint design may be made.

Classical fatigue experiments have consisted of the applications of cyclic

loading to a component until failure which places the emphasis on predicting the

endurance of a structural component. For multi-nailed timber joints where the joint

performed very well under fatigue loads as reported here, engineers are probably less

concerned with the number of load cycles endured. Moreover, this approach might be

adequate in design mode but not in the analysis mode where problems might arise in

deciding what to do with a component part way through its design life. Oehlers(40)
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suggested that the designer is rnore concerned rvith predicting the static strength of a

structure after a period of cyclic loading which is exactly the opposite of the present

fatigue design techniques. Therefore, for the experiment reported here and future

research, interaction betrveen the strength of a structure and the applied cyclic loads must

be allowed for. In this rvay, the approach could be adopted at the design stage where

extra allowance could be made for fatigue damage and at the analysis stage where

existing structures could be assessed for their residual strength. To this end, it is

recommended that in future, there should be a theoretical study on the residual strength

(after dynamic loading) of this type of joint to complete the picture of the residual

strength and residual endurance of the joint. On the other hand, suggestions on the

improved gussets for timber portal frames by Batchelar(7) lead to more economical

designs which change the orientation of the plywood gusset and utilize mild steel

reinforcing strip. Since this type of moment resisting joints have been widely used,

further practical ways for strenghening the weak points in the joint would be another

valuable area for future research to assist designers.

Although the results in this preliminary research require further testing to

support the findings, they do appear to indicate that multi-nailed plywood gusseted joints

are not adversely affected by the fatigue loads and no substantial losses were found at

serviceability levels. If considerations for design such as durability, construction and

maintenancc could be addressed, and with increased confidence in the fatigue behaviour

of this type of joint, this jointing technique could be employed in other areas apart from

timber portal frames where cost-efficiency, strength, ease of construction and fire

resistance are points of concern in the design. One of the areas that is recommended for

consideration is timber bridges since this type of timber joint appears to give superior

fatigue behaviour. Future research is highly recommended to fully assess the potential of

multi-nail joints.
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\PPE\DIX A

Preliminary study on mounting strain gauges

Due to the non-homogeneity, cellular structure and anisotropy of timber,

measuring surface strain of timber materials may not be as simple as with steel or

concrete materials. A surface fibre on a timber surface may experience different strain to

its neighbouring hbre. Therefore, it is a possibility that strain gauges approaching the

size of the surface frbres rvould only provide the strain of particular frbres rather than the

overall surface strain of the timber. In view of this problem, six different strain gauge

setting were investigated to check their accuracy and reliability. Based on the idea of

averaging fibre strain on the surface of the timber, five settings ultilised thin pieces of

plastic bonded between the timber and strain gauges. These thin plastic sheets served as

a membrance bonded onto the more irregular surface of timber and provided a smooth

homogeneous surface for mounting lOmm long strain gauges. Five different thicknesses

and textures of plastic were studied. In addition, a 68mm long strain gauge was ultilised

which was mounted directly onto the timber surface (see Figures A' 1 & A'2)' A high

strength gluing gel was used to bond the strain gauges'

t- 
rr.:,

--ÈC

Figure A.I Ihmm strain gauge bonded onto a plastic sheet covering the timber surface
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Figure A,2 68mm strain gauge mounted directly onto the timber surface

A timber beam was used to perform a simple test where the six strain

gauge settings were mounted on as shown in Figure A.3. Two identical loads P, were

applied at both ends of the beam and two supports were placedLl4 from each applied

load where L was the total length of the beam. Two dial gauges were placed at the

middle of the beam to frnd the maximum bending due to the applied loads.

Dial gcr

12 456

U1

en agram

u4

M = -PU¡l

U4U4

Figure A.3 Experimental set-up for strain gauge test

i

k
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I

The sir cettings rrere located between the tw'o supports where there rias a

constant bending moment of PLt4, Thus, in theory, all settings would experience the

same strain induced by the end loads. The six settings are summarised in Table A. l.

table A. I Summary of the six strqin gauge settings

Different applied loads were added to the beam and the results for

different settings were tabulated in Table 4.2 while the data were plotted in Figure A.4

with strain vs the applied load. From this figure, if 'STRAIN, calculated from dial

gauges' readings, gave the actual strain, then S.G.5 gave the most un¡eliable results;

probably due to improper bonding of the plastic sheet to the timber. S.G.l, 2 and 4 were

reasonably accurate, different from theory by less than an 4o/o. Eventually, the ó8mm

strain gauge (S.G.4) system, mounted directly onto the timber, was chosen for measuring

strain on the test specimens due to its accuracy and convenience.

t
I

;

1Omm1Omm68mm'1Omm1Omm
1OmmSTRAIN

GAUGE

45x60

x2.0Smm

50x80

x1.55mm

No plastic50x80

x1.1mm

50x80

x0.45mm

50x80

X2.1mm

PI-ASTIC

SHEET

65431ISETTING

From linear elastic theory, the deflection of the beam is V: (Pll8El)(xz-lv+Jlzll$)

Since d2v/dx2:1/;? where ar' is the curvature of the beam,

d2V/dx2 : PLI4EI: l/if .....( I )

V.* : -PLl I28EI, .'. EI : -PL/ 128V"--.....(2)

Since strain: t : y* /,h'(where yru* denotes half the thickness of the beam),

Using (l) & (2),

Strain derived from dial gauge reading:6d:32V'u*y."*/L2

Given y."*: 23.02mm and L: l200mm by measurement,

: 5. I 15xl0iV

t
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.\PPE\DIX B

DCDT Method

Figure 4.20 shows the geometry of the DCDT method where CD forms the

length of the timber bar and BC is the length of the part of DCDT that protrudes from the

LVL member. Figure B.l is used to aid the formulation of the variable ô (change in

lengh of DCDT) in terms of 0 (change in joint rotation)'

Figure B.l DCDT method

Letters (e,g. FG) denote lengths as shown in Figure C.l

Zf#G:0 and FG: FFVcos0 : BC/cos0

ln ÂAEF, EF: tanO x AE: tanO x AB

Changs in length of DCDT: ö : EG-BC
: (EF+FG)-BC
: tanQ x AR+BC/cos0-BC

Since 0 is small, cos0 = l,
Thus õ=tan0xAB

& Change in joint rotation: 0 = øn't6/AB)

I

B H
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\PPE\DIX C

Basic Program for controlling the data logger through the laptop

computer

This program is written for the computer to command the data logger to

take readings at a set time interval using an IEEE card in the computer. The drivers for

this card rvere provided by the manufacturer. Then, these readings are calculated into

useful information (strain, rotation, load and displacement) by appropriate equations in

the program. Finally, the information is stored into a spreadsheet readable file in comma

separate variable (CSV) format.

l0 REM JOINT3.bas 1417192.

I I REM joint bas modified to include strain gauges' DCDT's & RVDT

20 CLEAR ,50000! 'BASIC Declarations

30 DrM INIT0(e),INIT I (e), VOLTS0(9), VOLTS l(e),STRAIN(e)'LVDT(s)
40 IBINITI = 50000!

50 IBINIT2 = IBINITI + 3 'Lines 1 through 6 MUST be included in your prognìm.

60 BLOAD"\gpib-pc\bib.m",IBINITl
65 REM Initialise IEEE Card

70 CALL
IBINITI(IBFIND,IBTRG,IBCLKIBPCT,IBSIC,IBLOC,IBPPC,IBBNA"IBONL,IBRSC,IBSRE,IBRSV'IB
P AD, IB SAD, IBIST, IBDMA, IBEOS, IBTMO, IBEOT,IBRDF,IBWRTF)
80 CALL
IBINIT2(IBGTS,IBCAC,IBWAIT,IBPOKE,IBWRT,IBWRTA,IBCMD,IBCMDA,IBRD,IBRDA'IBSTOP'
IBRPP,IIiRSP, IBDTAG,IBXTRC,IBRDI,IBWRTI, IBRDIA IBWRTIAIB STA%, IBERR%'IBCNT%)

90 REM BASIC Example Program - Device

100 REM You MUST merge this code with DECL.BAS.
I IO REM
120 REM Assigrr a unique identifier to device and

130 REM store in variable Dvlvt%.
I4O REM
150 BDNAME$ = "dev9"
160 CALL IBFIND(BDNAME$, Dvlvl%)
170 REM The IEEE card is ready for operation
180 REM The next step is to set up the computer and output files

1e0 cl.s
2OO PRINT "SILO DATA LOGGING SYSTEM FOR MOMENT-RESISTING JOINT'

210 PRINT ""
220 PRINT ,PLEASE PUT A FORMATTED DISK IN DRIVE 1ç"

230 PRINT ""
240 INPUT "TYPE IN THE NAME OF TIIE OUTPUT FILE (LESS THAN 6 CHARS)"; N$

290 PRINT "''
3OO PRINT -THE OUTPUT FILES ARE NOW SET UP ON DRTVES A: AND C:''

310 REM The next step is to initialise the logger and take all the zero readings

320 PRINT '"
330 PRINT "AN INITIAL SET OF READINGS WILL NOW BE TAKEN FROM THE LOGGER"

340 REM Initiatising the logger
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.ì50 \\RTS - STSOISDI\ I]\'D5\ ÅI' C.\LL IB\\RT(D\'\IOO. \\'RTS)

ib0 RE\f Reading the I ercitation roltage tbr the card and print tbr refèrence

i 70 WRT$="AISOSE l " ; CALL IBWRT(D\T/1%'WRTS)
I 75 MASK%=&H4800 : CALL IBWAIT(DVM9'o,MASK%)
380 R$=SPACE$( la): CALL IBRD(DVM%,R$)
3e0 EV0=VAL(R$)
460 PRINT ''"
470 PRINT "EXCITATION VOLTAGE IS "; EVO

5OO PRINT ''''
550 REVI Reacl the initial value of all active gauges

560 FOR I:40 TO 49

570 WRTS: rrAIr' + STR$(I) + "SEl" : CAIL IBWRT(DMVÍ%,WRTS)
5 75 MASK%:&H4800 : CALL IBWAIT(D Vivf%,MASK%)
580 R$:SPACE$( l4): CALL IBRD(D\1,{%.RS)
se0 INIT0( I-40)=VAL(R$)
600 NEXT I
ó01 REM Read the initial values for allDCDT's
603 WRT$= "AI60SEI" : CALL IBWRT(DVM%,WRT$)
604 MASK%=&H4800 : CALL IBWAIT(DVM%,MASK%)
605 R$=SPACE$( I a) : CALL IBRD(DVM%,RS)
606 rNrrl=vAL(R$)
620 REM Read the initial values for RVDT
625 WRT$= "AI66SEIu : CALL IBWRT(DVM%,WRT$)
ó30 MASK%:&H4800 :CALL IBWAIT(DV¡Ví%,MASK%)
63 5 R$=SPACE$( I 4): CALL IBRD(DVIVÍ%,R$)
636 RVDTI=VAL(R$)
638 PRINT " TNITIAL READINGS TAKEN. OK TO BEGIN STATIC LOADING"
675 REM This next section control the logging.
680 REM When function key Fl is pressed logging continuous

690 REM When function key F2 is pressed logging every l0 minutes

700 REM When function key F3 is pressed logging every hour

710 REM When function key F5 is pressed the system closes down

720 ON KEY (l) GOSUB 890 : KEY (l) ON
730 ON KEY (2) GOSUB e40 : KEY (2) ON
740 ON KEY (3) GOSUB 9e0 : KEY (3) ON
750 ON KEY (s) GOSUB 780 : KEY (s) ON
760 REM Idle loop for program to execute while waiting for function keys to be pressed

770 GOTO 770
780 REM Shut down sequence at end oftest
7e0 TIMER OFF : KEY (l) OFF : I(EY (2) OFF : KEY (3) OFF : KEY (5) OFF

800 CLOSE #l :CLOSE #2

810 WRT$ = nS[": CALL IBWRT(DVÌVÍ%, !WRT$)

820 CLS
s30 PRINT " SHUT DOWN COMPLETE REMOVE DISK FROM DRIVE A:"

840 PRINT "S\ryTTCH OFF EQUIPMENT"
850 END
8óO REM
870 REM
880 REM
890 REM Logging as fast as possible

9OO TIMER OFF
905 LOGTIME =.3
elo oN TrMER (5) GOSUB loTo
920 TIMER ON

l8l



9.ìI-i RETL R\
910 RE\f logging erery l0 nrinutes

950 TIMER OFF
955 PRINT"LOGGING EVERY IO MINUTES''
es6 LOGTIME = l0
e6o oN TIMER (600) GosuB lo70
970 TIMER ON
980 RETURN
990 REM logging every hour

IOOO TIMER OFF
IOO5 PRINT''LOGGTNG EVERY 60 MINUTES''
I006 LOGTIME:60
lolo oN TIMER (i600) GOSUB lo70
IO2O TIMER ON
I03O RETURN
IO4O REM
IO5O REM
I060 REM
1070 REM This is the section that takes a set of readings from the logger.

1080 REM Works out the strains and print them to disk and to the screen

I 090 REM Take a set of readings

I140 REM Read the value of all active gauges

1150 FOR l=40 TO 49
I160 WRT$= "VT4VT3AI" + STR$(I) + "SEl' ; CALL IBWRT(DVIVÍ%'WRT$)
I I 65 MASK%=&H4800:CALL IBWAIT(DVM%,MASK%)
I 1 70 R$=SPACE$( l a): CALL IBRD(DVIVÍ%,R$)
l l E0 voLTSo(I-40):vAt(RS)
I I9O NEXT I
1200 REM Read the value of DCDT's
l2l0 \{RT$= "VT4VT3AI60SEI" : CALL IBWRT(DVM%,WRTS)
1 2 I 5 MASK%=&H4800 : CALL IBWAIT(DVÌVÍ%,MASK%)
I 220 R$=SPACE$( I a): CALL IBRD(DVIVÍ%,R$)
122s VOLTSI=VAL(R$)
1235 REM Read the value of RVDT
t24l WRT$: "VT4VT3AI66SEI' : CALL IBWRT@VM/o'WRT$)
| 2 42 MASKvo=& H4 8 00 : C ALL IB !WAIT(DVM%, MASK% )
1243 R$=SPACE$(la): CALL IBRD(DVNí%,RS)
1244 RVDT=VAL(R$)
1245 REM Read the value of load & displacernent

1246 WRT$= "VT4VT3AI67SEI " : CALL IBWRT(DVIVÍ%,WRT$)
I 247 MASK%:&H4 800 : CALL IBWAIT(DVM%,MASK%)
I 248 R$=SPACE$(1a): CALL IBRD(DVIvÍ%,R$)
1249 LOADI=VAL(R$)
I 250 WRTS='VT4W3 AI68SE l " : CALL IBWRT(DVM%,WRT$)
I 25 I MASK%=&H4800 : CALL IBWAIT(DVM%,MASK%)
I 2s2 R$:SPACE$(Ia): CALL IBRD(DVNí%,R$)
1253 MOVE=VAL(R$)
1260 REM Work out strain values

1265 FOR I =0 TO 9
1270 voLTSo(D = ryOLrSo(D -INIr0(I))ÆV0
1 280 STRAIN(I) = -(4000000 I 

rVOLT S0(Iy(2. 08 t ( I +2 *VOLT SO(D)))

I29O NEXT I
1300 REM Work out displacement from DCDT's
l3o2 DISPL = (VOLTSI-IMTly0.0669
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l-ìo-ì ROIA = ((,{T\(DtSPL,,780))*Ô--ì0, I l)
li l5 REM Work out the rotation tiom RVDT'load & displacement

I I 16 ROT = (RVDT-RVDTIYO I ì26
l3 17 LOAD2 : LOAD I *25

l318 MOVEI = MOVE*12.5
1322 REM Now print the strains to the screen

I]30 CLS
I3,10 PRINT 'THE STRAINS AT THE VARIOUS GAUGE POSITIONS"

l3_50 PRINT ""
IJ55 PRINT TIME$
1160 PRIì{T ""
Ii65 PRI\iT"LOGGING TIME : ",LOGTIME;" Minutes"

l.ló7 PRINT""
ú70 FOR I:0 TO 9
1380 PRINT "GAUGE";I;
I 385 PRINT USING "##*##";STRAIN(I);
1386 PRINT " Micro Strain"

I388 NEXT I
1389 PRÍNT" "

I39O PRINT ''TFIE ROTATTON BY THE DCDT METHOD"

I 408 PRINT "ROTATIONI ";ROTA;
1409 PRINT '' "
I4IO PRINT ''TI{E ROTATION BY TTIE RVDT METHOD"

l4l l PRINT "ROTATION"; ROT;
1412 PRINT " ''
14l3 PRINT "LOAD (KN) ";LOAD2;
1414 PRINT " "
1415 PRINT "DISPLACMENT OF LOAD CELL (mm)";MOVEI;
1500 REM Now make up the output string ready for CSV format on the disks

I5IO A$:TIME$+","+STRS(STRAIN(O)+","+STR$(STRAIN(I))+","+STR$(STRAIN(2))
1520 A$=A$+","+STR$(STRAIN(3))+","+STR$(STRAIN(4))+","+STR$(STRAIN(5))
1530 A$:A$+","+STRS(STRAIN(6))+","+STR$(STRAIN(7))+","+STTt$(STRAIN(8)
I 534 A$=A$+,', "+STR$(STRAIN(g))+", "+STR$(DISPL)+", "+STR$(ROTA)

I 53 5 A$=A$+","+STRS(ROT)+","+51'¡$(LOAD2)+","+STR$(MOVEI)
1539 NC$=NS +".CSV'
1540 NA$="4:" * N$ +'.CSV'
l54l OPEN "A",#l,NC$
1542 OPEN uA",#2,N4$

I543 PRINT #I, A$
I544 PRINT #2, A$
1s4s CLOSE #l :CLOSE #2

1560 RETURN
I

Notc Slight variations were made for some tests to cater for other methods (LVDT & RVDT)

of joint rotational measurement.
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.\PPENDIX D

Calculations of joint strengths

(A) Determination of nail yield load by Yield Theory

By using Yield Theory, Fu for a srngle nail can be found: (6)

Given: t,
\
.c-
te1 1.2)

N4
d
f_
rs

Fu:

u

q: l500MPa (39)

lv! : (d/6)q : 2.87 l6xl500 : 5910Nmm2

Y 
: N\ff": 5910/85 : 69'5mm-t

Þ 
: f.,/ir: 85/93'5 :0'91 (39)

a: trl \: 63119 :3.3

tr/(y )05 
:2.28> {2þ (l+p)}:0.98

2-2tþl(l+p ))0 5 : 0.62 < trl(y )0 
5 :2.28 <2+2tþ /(l+p ))0 5 : 3.38

{t2(l+p¡ trzl þ(2+þ)21+14.t I þz(2+ p)l}0'5 -t,l(2+ p) + 2( Y)0s( p)0s: 28'r <t, :63

Mode 1.3

F : f,, [2p(l+þ)trztlz+9)zi+þþyl(2+ p)]]0s - ptr/12+ p¡

:95 n48.2 + 86.910.s - 5.94:798.4N

thickness of plywood gusset Plate
thickness of LVL member

wood embedding strengthç1y,r-wl

nail yield moment
nail diameter
nail strength
nail yield load
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I B I ivlome nt canacitt' of actual ioint

(i) Thin walled tube

Given

rrq

Mc

Nail spacing

Nail pitch

Nail ring width

Number of nail rows

Nail yield load

Nail stress

Dimensions of the nail pattem (see Figure E'1)

Moment Capacity

Figure D.I Nail rings m actual iomt

c

p

S

n

Fu

f

weight spacing c:716x30(716+980)+980x15/(716+980):21.3mm

weight nail pitch p : 71óx30/(716+980) + 980x60/(716+980) : 47.3mm

Weight nail ring width s: c(n-l): 84mm

Fu:798.4N (by yield theory)

f : Fu/cp :798.41(21x47.3): 0.8MPa

Moment capacity Mc :4 f s r q cosg :4(0.sx84x716x980)cosl1.5o

Mc: l84.8kN-m

Therfore, for two sides of the joint, the Moment Capacity Mc

Mc : 2x184.8 : 3-70kN'm

q;stüäiiñ

l5m c=l5mmP=604

4@30mm.

c=30m
P=30

r=716mm
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(ll)

Given: I
r,q

s

zo

Fu

c

p

Mc

Shared riret grouP analogv

Polar moment of inertia of plane area

Dimensions of the nail pattern (see Figure E.1)

Nail ring width

Distance between the furtherest nail and the centroid

Nail yield load

Nail spacing

Nail pitch

Moment Capacity

I : s/6 (r+q)r :8416 (716+930)3 : 6.83x10r0s¡¡¡4

Zo : 0.5 [r2+qzal¡q5i¡Q]o 
s

: 0.5 ]7162+9802+2(7l6)(980)sin1 LS"lo s

:661.97

Mc : 2IFJ c PZo: (2)(6.83x10'0X798.4y(2|)(47'3X661.97) : 163.99kN-m

Therfore, for two sides of the joint, the Moment Capacity Mc

Mc: 2x163.99: 328kN-m
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(c) Vloment croacitl of test Spectmen

(i) Thin walled tube

Given: c

p

s

n

Fu

f
r,q

Mc

Nail spacing

Nail pitch

Nail ring width

Number of nail rows

Nail yield load

Nail stress

Dimensions of the nail pattern (see Figure D.1)

Moment Capacity

Weight nail spacing c:300x30(300+410) + 4l0xl5/(300+410) =2lmm

Weight nail pitch p:300x30(300+410) + 410x60i(300+410) :47.3mm

Weight nail ring width s: c(n-l): 84mm

Fu:798.4N (by yield theory)

f : F,,/cp :798.41(21x47.3): 0,8MPa

Momentcapacity Mc :4 fs r q cos0 : 4(0.SX84X300X410)cosl1.5o

Mc:32.55kN-m

Therfore, for two sides of the joint, the Moment Capacity Mc

Mc : 2x32.55: 65kN-m

q:410äiä

c=l5mmP=6015

mm030

4

4@30mm.
P=30
c=30
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(ii)

Given: I

r,q

S

zo

Fu

c

p

Mc

Shared rir et ,uroup analogv

Polar moment of inertia of plane area

Dimensions of the nail pattern (see Figure E.1)

Nail ringwidth

Distance between the furtherest nail and the centroid

Nail yield load

Nail spacing

Nail pitch

Moment Capacity

I - s/6 (r+q¡r :8416 (300+410)3 :5'0lx10emm1

Zo : 0.5 [r2+q2+2rqsine]o 
s

= 0.5 [3002+4102+2(300)(410)sinl 1.50¡o's

:277.1

Mc : 2 IF J c p Zo: 12{5.01x10ex798.4y(21)(47.3)(277.1): 29. lkN-m

Therfore, for two sides of the joint, the Moment Capacity Mc

Mc:2x29.1 = 58.lkN-m
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